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This dissertation accomplishes two broad objectives. First, we find that in recent

years, privacy in social networks has become a common topic of discussion and

study (Chapter 1), both in academia as well as in the popular press. Meanwhile,

the rise of location tracking and tagging in social media has refocused academic

attention on social networks that use location tracking in different ways. This

dissertation examines different facets of privacy in location based social net-

works. First, it attempts to investigate why and how people manage and form

impressions (Chapter 3) of themselves and their social networks . Second, it

tries to understand social surveillance (Chapter 4) or why people look at each

others’ activities in such social networks. Third, deception (in location tracking)

as a strategy for managing privacy (Chapter 5) is examined for location based

social networks. The second objective of this dissertation (Chapter 2) summa-

rizes the current state of statistical methods and practice in the field of human-

computer interaction (HCI) and points towards modern statistical methods as

a way towards ”Transparent Statistics”, a philosophy of visualizing, summa-

rizing, applying and inferring results using statistics in HCI as a framework for

improving the overall (rather poor) current practices of statistics in HCI. Finally,

a case study, in the form of an academic article on social media non-use is pre-

sented as an exemplar of Transparent Statistics in action in HCI research. The

dissertation ends (Chapter 6) with a summarization of work done in terms of

novelty, broader implications and impact for privacy in social networks.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

In today’s technologically enhanced, networked and connected world, espe-

cially in the Global North, privacy and surveillance have taken a focal position

in a debate encompassing policy, technology and civil rights [intro9, conc27].

Privacy is usually considered a fundamental human right, central to human

dignity and often conceptualized as the bridge that links other fundamental

rights such as freedom of expression and freedom of association [intro49]. At-

tempts to undermine privacy are often construed as forms of surveillance. Lyon,

an influential scholar of surveillance studies, defines surveillance as the focused,

systematic and routine attention to personal details for purposes of influence,

management, protection or direction. [cscw25].

Historically, surveillance activities have been conducted by individuals, or-

ganizations and governments [cscw25]. However, in modern daily parlance, the

word surveillance brings up visions of a Big Brother inspired government mon-

itoring citizens on an hourly basis in order to enforce a social control agenda on

them or for progress towards some nebulously defined concepts such as public

safety or the war on terrorism. Many citizens are also somewhat familiar with

surveillance conducted on their computing activities by organizations whose

services they use in everyday life. This includes but is not limited to surveil-

lance on email contents, social network data mining, groceries purchase history

tracking etc. All these activities have a default sense of negativity associated
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with them. However, there are also positive intentions that beget most such

forms of surveillance such as protection from terrorism by governments, dis-

count coupon allocations and better social network system design by organiza-

tions.

In this dissertation, however, I am not interested in the top down, vertically

oriented surveillance practiced by governments or business organizations. In-

stead, I will focus on another form of surveillance not given much attention

in the academic literature but that has been made very relevant [intro53] with

the explosive growth of social media use in the past decade. I am intrigued

by the horizontal, amorphous, participatory surveillance practiced by people

against each other within their respective social networks. This form of peer-

peer surveillance has been given many names - lateral surveillance [intro3],

social surveillance [conc19], social media surveillance [intro15], participatory

surveillance [cscw2] - being some prime exemplars. While there are important

nuanced differences between each such conceptualization, the main point re-

mains the same. For instance, Andrejevic [intro3] defines lateral surveillance

as:

... the use of surveillance tools by individuals, rather than by agents

of institutions public or private, to keep track of one another, cov-

ers (but is not limited to) three main categories: romantic interests,

family, and friends or acquaintances.

Similarly, Marwick [conc19] defines social surveillance as :

Social surveillance is the ongoing eavesdropping, investigation, gos-

sip and inquiry that constitutes information gathering by people
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about their peers, made salient by the social digitization normalized

by social media. It encompasses using social media sites to broad-

cast information, survey content created by others, and regulating

one’s own content based on perceptions of the audience. It can exist

either within a particular social media site (e.g. Facebook) or across

a variety of sites (e.g. Twitter, YouTube, and Foursquare).

To understand surveillance, we must also understand privacy. In the human

computer interaction (HCI) research literature, there are several prevalent mod-

els of privacy. Notably, Helen Nissebaum argues that privacy is contextual and

presents a theory of privacy as contextual integrity [conc21]. Briefly, privacy is

presented as flows of information mediated by norms and contexts between in-

dividuals and violations in those norms and contexts are construed as violations

of privacy. In her book, she writes:

We have a right to privacy, but it is neither a right to control personal

information nor a right to have access to this information restricted.

Instead, it is a right to live in a world in which our expectations about

the flow of personal information are, for the most part, met; expec-

tations that are shaped not only by force of habit and convention

but a general confidence in the mutual support these flows accord

to key organizing principles of social life, including moral and po-

litical ones. This is the right I have called contextual integrity (CI),

achieved through the harmonious balance of social rules, or norms,

with both local and general values, ends, and purposes.

Meanwhile, danah boyd thinks [conc6] that the CI model of privacy, while
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very relevant does not encompass privacy-aware behavior in social networks.

She is of the opinion that privacy can be socially co-constructed and imagined

in many different ways far beyond the individual level decisions that privacy as

CI presents. Importantly, she argues that our personal information may not be

completely under our control anymore in the context of the ubiquity of social

media. She writes:

Our data-and with it, our privacy-is increasingly networked. What

we share about ourselves tells heaps about other people. Sometimes,

as with DNA data, we’re linked by immutable factors. In other sit-

uations, the connection is social or locational. I can’t even count the

number of photos that were taken by strangers with me in the back-

ground at the Taj Mahal. And my friends often post photos of me

with them without asking my permission. Yet, there’s also a third

layer of connection. Our data also provides a probabilistic image of

who we are based on comparisons to other people.

The field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) has tended to focus on pri-

vacy as CI but increasingly, in recent years, has shifted towards more towards

networked privacy especially in research involving social networks. My disser-

tation focuses on this debate between privacy as contextual integrity and net-

worked privacy and aims to fill the gap between several unanswered research

questions. More specifically, I am interested in how surveillance plays out in

a networked privacy world and consequently, what strategies people adopt to

manage how they make their activities (in)visible in social networks.

Each research question has been presented as a chapter in this dissertation.

In three cases (chapters 3-5), I have used location based social networks such

4



as Foursquare as a research platform to investigate my questions of interest. I

will elaborate and problematize location as an appropriate lens of inquiry in a

subsequent section of this chapter. First, I examine how impressions are formed

and managed and what strategies people employ to negotiate complex social

signals in networks. Second, I investigate patterns underlying why and how

people look or view the activities of other people in their social networks. Fi-

nally, I explore deception as a strategy to manage social surveillance.

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. First, in the subsequent

section of this chapter, I will outline why the work that I present in this disser-

tation important and valuable to my research community. I will also provide an

overview of the contributions that my work makes to existing literature and the

gaps that I have filled with my work. Second, in chapter 2, as part of my de-

velopment to be a scholar teaching and doing research in HCI usually adopting

quantitative techniques, I have devoted a large chunk of writing to summariz-

ing the current state of statistical approaches used in HCI as well as several

ways to improve the quality of said statistics that I advocate for as part of my

overall development as a scholar. Third, chapters 3-5 constitute the main body

of work that I have been able to accomplish. Each chapter revolves around a

central research theme in social networks - impression management (chapter 3),

social surveillance (chapter 4) and deception (chapter 5). Thus, I have organized

a separate literature review within each chapter since my work falls at the inter-

section of multiple research domains and it would be quite unwieldy to have a

single large literature review chapter. Finally, I conclude this body of work by

listing and discussing the contributions that I have made to the current gaps in

literature with my research in the past six years. In addition, I discuss several

limitations of this body of work as well as related areas of future inquiry.
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1.2 Importance

The last decade has seen an exponential rise in the development and usage of so-

cial networking platforms . This has been synergistic with the growing ubiquity

of smart phones in public [conc27]. Academia and in particular, the research

community (which I consider myself to be a member) has not been immune to

this influence.

Indeed, there are many interesting research questions and phenomena that

can be, are, and will be investigated with social networks. In a highly influential

article in Science [nonuse38], a group of highly respectable scholars intersecting

across many fields of knowledge called upon researchers to use computational

techniques to answer social science research questions - a field they call ”com-

putational social science”. In general, quantitative social science methods had

been restricted to self-reported surveys or controlled lab experiments in the lab.

These approaches are not without significant issues mostly centered around re-

liability, validity and generalizability. [intro30]. Especially, in the case of privacy

and the inevitability of computational social science, the authors write:

Perhaps the thorniest challenges exist on the data side, with re-

spect to access and privacy... the emergence of a computational so-

cial science shares with other nascent interdisciplinary fields (e.g.,

sustainability science) the need to develop a paradigm for training

new scholars. A key requirement for the emergence of an interdis-

ciplinary area of study is the development of complementary and

synergistic explanations spanning different fields and scales ... Cer-

tainly, in the short run, computational social science needs to be the
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work of teams of social and computer scientists. In the longer run,

the question will be: should academia be building computational

social scientists, or teams of computationally literate social scientists

and socially literate computer scientists?

The HCI research community has a slightly different spin on computational

social science. Indeed, the preferred nomenclature is human-centered data sci-

ence [intro4]. The main difference exists in the adoption of qualitative meth-

ods and human factors in addition to the computational and quantitative ap-

proaches espoused by computational social science.

I have taken this lesson to heart and my dissertation is an embodiment of

this lesson. Can I, as a scholar, sit at the intersection of computational and social

sciences and produce meaningful research that is relevant not only to its ”par-

ent” research areas but also to computational social science as a whole. Can I

use qualitative, quantitative and computational tools to develop holistic under-

standings of social network phenomena?

1.3 Privacy in Social Networks

My main research interest lies at the intersection of privacy and social networks.

More specifically, I am interested in the decisions and strategies that people

make everyday to negotiate their privacy issues with their intentions to use so-

cial networks. In that vein, I present a short, but specific literature background

in this section. To reiterate, I have more focused backgrounds within each re-

search question (chapters 3-6) that I have examined.
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1.3.1 Social networks are complex environments

During everyday interactions users often want to share content, sometimes with

one or more people, often to varying degrees [nonuse18, intro28]. However, de-

sired access control policies can be complex, include exceptions, and be difficult

or impossible to implement using existing tools and settings [intro5, intro8].

Additionally, the desire to selectively share is typically in pursuit of an end

goal (e.g., publish photos, organize an event, edit a document, etc.) rather than

an ends in itself. This desire may be further complicated by users who have

benefit-oriented goals (e.g., getting attention for a photo) that are contradictory

to access-control or privacy-focused preferences [intro21, intro37].

Online social networks also have potential to cause context collapse, which

necessitates that users communicate with different audiences in a single con-

text when using a platform [intro42]. The platforms create an environment

of group co-presence by combining different social groups on one application

that would not otherwise be combined in the users offline or professional lives

[mobilehci10]. This can create additional challenges as people either create con-

tent for an imagined audience that may not match the actual audience who can

access the content they share, or when users try to create access-control poli-

cies to distinguish between the varied groups who have access to the content

[intro37].

Users must also cope with managing their privacy and choosing access con-

trol preferences when sharing decisions can also depend on other peoples pref-

erences and actions, as well as the actions of companies and platform providers.

This issue can be especially apparent on platforms that include photo sharing
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and tagging functionality. Users depend on others not to post potentially com-

promising photos, and rely on a number of social norms and offline strategies

to address unwanted photos that are posted online or tagged. This is known as

the networked dimensions of privacy [conc6].

Sharing in everyday environments, or when using non-professional plat-

forms or tools is further complicated because users expertise levels, available

devices and platform, demographics, and technical backgrounds may vary

more than they might in professional environments. Prior work has found that

people use different platforms, including Facebook and email, for different pur-

poses [nonuse18], and users with different demographic or childhood technical

backgrounds, technological familiarity, knowledge or experience with systems,

and access to systems may use both access-control settings as well as general

communication channels differently [intro43]. Additionally, features of the con-

tent being shared, such as data size, as well as system affordances including

perceived convenience, reliability, privacy/security, and features such as alerts

and the ability to comment may impact choice of communication channel for

content sharing [conc28].

1.3.2 Different people think about privacy differently

Privacy preferences and perceptions, and corresponding attitudes toward shar-

ing are contextually dependent. Such preferences can vary based on a number

of factors, including how the data will be used, social norms, and knowledge

[intro25]. Nissenbaums theory of contextual integrity outlines some of this com-

plexity, describing how privacy depends on norms of information flow that can
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vary based on context not only of place but of politics, convention, and cultural

expectation [conc21].

In recent years, HCI has tended to slant towards a more expansive under-

standing of privacy. One recent way to imagine and think about privacy espe-

cially among networked individuals is networked privacy. For instance, Palen

& Dourish write [conc23]:

We begin by describing three boundaries that we believe are central

to the characterization of privacy management. One is the Disclo-

sure boundary, where privacy and publicity are in tension. At this

boundary, determinations are made about what information might

be disclosed under what circumstances, albeit with varying degrees

of direct control. The display and maintenance of Identity of parties

on both sides of the information exchange occurs at another bound-

ary. Features of identity, including institutional affiliation, are man-

aged in tension with audience.Temporality describes the boundaries

associated with time, that is, where past, present and future interpre-

tations of and actions upon disclosed information are in tension

In other words, in the context of social networks, there is almost always a

competition between the need to be private and the innate desire to make things

public. These are mediated around the identities of the parties in question as

well as over space and time. People adopt different strategies to manage their

privacy and surveillance is one way in which people understand their social

networks’ behavior and what information they choose to make public. This

needs to be understood better. Similarly, boyd [conc6] writes:
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Our dataand with it, our privacyis increasingly networked. What we

share about ourselves tells heaps about other people... In order to ad-

dress networked privacy, we need to let go of our cultural fetishiza-

tion with the individual as the unit of analysis. We need to develop

models that position networks, groups, and communities at the cen-

ter of our discussion.

I have taken up this research call to action in this dissertation. As boyd

[conc6] writes, privacy is complicated and complex. Some of all of these com-

plexities around how to define, imagine and understand privacy in social net-

works can be illustrated by mental models, which are peoples mental represen-

tations of privacy-related concepts. People have a wide range of models for

thinking about privacy and security related concepts, ranging from security-

related folk models related to viruses or hackers [intro1] to, as Camp describes,

five categories of models grounded in real-world analogies: physical, medical,

warfare, market, and criminal [intro16].

1.3.3 Strategies to manage privacy in social networks

When they lack usable access-control options people often fall back on informal

or ad hoc methods to try to achieve access control. This can be seen in SNS

access control management. To achieve desired selective sharing, SNS users

rely on a variety of informal coping strategies, including using multiple profiles

to post content for different groups of people, trusting their friend group to

maintain the groups privacy norms, creating stated group rules around sharing,

mentally targeting a particular audience when sharing, or deciding not to think
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about posting in a specific manner [intro20, intro22]. Users may also sometimes

use different services for different purposes, for example using Facebook and

email for different types of social interactions [conc10]. This is the strategy of

impression management in social networks.

Another strategy that people adopt to manage their privacy in social net-

works is deception. Deception, as a strategy, is also quite complicated and there

exists many different types of ways in which people might use deception in so-

cial networks [ubicomp10]. What is clear from existing research [ubicomp15] is

that deception in social networks is understudied and there are many aspects

of SNS that can make us understand and imagine deception in different ways.

Thus, deception, in social networks, is ripe for investigation from a networked

privacy bent.

A third common coping strategy on SNSs is deciding not to post, or to self-

censor some subset of content. Users choose not to post certain types of content

because it might not be appropriate for all audiences who might view it, rather

than relying access-control tools to target specific audiences [nonuse17, intro11].

In some cases coping strategies are successful at preventing undesired ac-

cess, but result in varied inefficiencies. When users self-censor, for example, it

can result in suboptimal use of the service. In a study of Facebook users self-

censored posts, we found that participants would have posted about half of

self-censored posts if they had access to access-control tools that let them do so

optimally [intro50].

In other cases these coping strategies are unsuccessful at preventing unde-

sired audiences from viewing the content. This can occur when users men-
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tal models of access control do not match actual access control. For example,

access-control transference when users comment on or re-share SNS posts can

be non-transparent, which can result in inadvertent or unclear sharing [intro38].

In home access control, mental models for security and privacy may also not

match reality, leading to ineffective access control or security strategies [intro32].

What is clear however, from this discussion is that privacy-aware behav-

ior in social networks depends up on many strategies, which can be classified

into three broad categories - impression management, deception and non-use.

I have attempted to inquire into each of these categories to understand more

about networked privacy in this dissertation. In the very next section, I attempt

to problematize and complicate the notion of location - indeed, what is loca-

tion, how is it shared in online social networks and why is the study of location

sharing important and relevant?

1.4 Problematizing Location

The discipline of HCI has contributed significantly to the design and evaluation

of different types of location sharing systems. In this context therefore, it is im-

portant to understand what location means to different people in the context

of different types of location based systems. Location sensing systems via dif-

ferent media are not new in HCI. However, here I restrict my survey to mobile

location sharing systems i.e. systems which primarily make use of applications

on mobile phones as the focal point of human interaction.

In the following subsections, I will concentrate on two rough categorizations

of this literature as it pertains to my research interests. First, I will elaborate on
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the present literature on location sharing systems. In particular, I will focus on

their nomenclature, broad classifications, general design approaches to building

such systems and insights gleaned from HCI centric user evaluations of these

systems. This will provide nuance into the importance and relevance of location

in social media. Second, I will discuss how researchers have employed existing

techniques to evaluate privacy concerns in location sharing systems. Moreover,

I will summarize the design implications gleaned from these evaluations and

expose what HCI considers as ideal approaches to designing for privacy in such

systems. I will also point out why these approaches to evaluating privacy in LB-

SNs may not be completely sufficient to understand how users truly feel about

sharing personal information.

1.4.1 Why is location important and relevant?

Different researchers have given different names for what we broadly term lo-

cation sharing systems. Variously, they have been termed location based online

social networks (LSN) [intro35], location sharing applications (LSA) [cscw40],

geosocial networks (GSN) [mobilehci12] or location based social networks

(LBSN) [conc10]. Moving forward, we will refer to this entire class of location

sharing systems as LBSNs.

Broadly, LBSNs can be categorized as being either automatic or manual. Au-

tomatic LBSNs refer to systems where the application uses cellular, GPS or Wi-fi

signals to infer the current location of its users and display them to their social

network [intro35]. Manual LBSNs (also sometimes termed as check-in based

systems) are those where users make the conscious decision to reveal their lo-
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Figure 1.1: Feature Comparison of LBSNs (brackets indicate default op-
tions. Note: Because of the turnover of such social networks,
not all of these systems may exist in the near future.)

cation to their friend networks usually by utilizing a design feature in the ap-

plication which lets them choose from a list of nearby locations (inferred from

current cellular, GPS or Wi-fi signals) and then check-in to the location that they

would like to disclose [intro35]. Therefore, importantly, freedom of choice is the

main distinction between these two categories of systems. In my dissertation

work, I will be focusing on manual LBSNs although I imagine that my findings

will be partially (or wholly) applicable to automatic LBSNs as well.

LBSNs (manual or otherwise) usually come with a whole host of design fea-

tures and few researchers have made significant headway in categorizing them

in meaningful ways. For instance, Li and Chen [intro35] attempted to summa-

rize the features of a few popular LBSNs (automatic and manual). We present

their comparison tables below as Fig. 1.1.

Tang et al. [cscw40] further distinguishes between purpose-driven and

social-driven systems. The former describes systems which have more utili-

tarian objectives such as coordination or planning and the latter describes those

with features that enable more social interaction. We reproduce their catego-
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Figure 1.2: Classification of LBSNs (purpose-driven vs social-driven)

rization below as Fig. 1.2.

There is an important inference here. Although many LBSNs share common

features, they do not share them equally. For example, foursquare and Loopt

both allow sharing of location to friends. However, in foursquare, one can only

share location to all your friends or none of them (via a private check-in) but in

Loopt, one can share location on a friend by friend basis as well. These different

levels of granularity in design features mean that users may use the various

systems differently. Therefore, there has been a slew of user evaluation studies

on LBSNs in recent years.

Two important research questions that arise from these classifications is to

understand why users would such systems and how they would use system

features to achieve these objectives. There has been substantial work done in
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the field of HCI on these issues. It is also curious to note that even though

evaluating privacy preferences and concerns may not have been the primary

factor in many of these studies, this still forms some part of the analysis and

findings. Perhaps, this is a tacit indicator of the importance of location privacy

to users.

An early work by Consolvo et al. [ubicomp5] find that the decision to selec-

tively disclose location depends on the identity of the requester, the reason for

their request, the granularity of location disclosure that would be useful to them

and whether the user is actually willing to share their current location. As a sec-

ondary finding, they discover no evidence of obfuscation of location requests

and they find that the Westin/Harris Privacy Segmentation Model (a standard

privacy measurement scale) is not a good predictor of location privacy concerns

- although they are unable to conclude what might be a better alternative.

Barkhuus et al. [cscw6] developed Connecto, a LBSN with features of both

automatic as well as manual location sharing to study how being a member of

a particular social group might affect the decision to share location. Primarily,

they found that the two close knit groups that they studied developed group

specific nomenclature for the locations that they frequented (which further fa-

cilitated socialization and interaction) and inferred potential activity about a

friend from seemingly different statuses over a period of time.

Lindqvist et al. [cscw23] conducted a mixed methods study on users of

foursquare to determine why they use this LBSN. They found that users gen-

erally had a mixed bag of reasons - for some it was the chance to explore and

discover new places, for others it was a game that they played with friends, yet

others used it as a diary to track their daily movement patterns and for a few, it
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was a platform for social coordination with friends.

Cramer et al. [ubicomp7] extended the findings of the previous study by

conducting their own mixed methods study on foursquare users. They found

that some subset of all check-ins by a user are motivated by self-expression or

self-presentation issues. They discovered that a user might adopt different roles

at different times. For instance, a user could don the gamer hat when check-

ing in to a venue to explicitly earn a badge. On the other hand, the very next

check-in could be one that has a definite self-presentation value. This could

sometimes, bring a user into conflict with her own motivations.

Furthermore, Guha and Birnholtz [conc10] conducted a qualitative study on

foursquare users to understand deeper implications of the actual visibility of a

check-in (to friends) in conjunction with impression and audience management

goals. They found that users have evolved strategies which they employ to meet

these goals. This includes the conscious decision to (not) check-in, deception

and obfuscation strategies. They also found that often, the decision to share

location is used as a social signal to achieve offline social objectives.

1.4.2 Location privacy

HCI researchers have contributed significantly to the empirical study of pri-

vacy in LBSNs. One approach has been to algorithmically determine privacy

threats and then build features into systems computationally which would ad-

dress these gaps. The second approach has been to understand the preferences

and perceptions of LBSN users and then infer design implications for further

system improvement. I will outline the major, relevant contributions of both
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strategies in the following paragraphs.

In an early paper, Iachello et al. [cscw21] described the design and develop-

ment of two LBSNs, Reno and Boise. The former was an exploratory attempt

at understand privacy, security and trust issues in LBSNs and the latter was a

framework for collecting and using the insights gained from the previous study.

They proposed many different and popular privacy mitigating strategies (e.g.

obfuscation, access control, boundary control, alerting mechanisms) as guide-

lines for developing future applications.

Gambs et al. [mobilehci12] in a comprehensive review article on LBSNs dis-

cuss the different privacy mechanisms in popular LBSNs focusing on registra-

tion information, identity management, information available to others, privacy

settings, privacy policy and terms of use, data retention and deletion policies,

real time data collection and management policies and security features and

found most lacking in one or more categories. They concluded that LBSNs need

to prioritize system development from a privacy lens and proposed a set of rec-

ommendations for developers to follow when building LBSNs.

Jin et al. [intro32] showed how the home locations of foursquare users can be

inferred algorithmically with a significant degree of accuracy just from the over-

all pattern of their check-ins. They proposed a framework primarily consisting

of access control and alert mechanisms to address these issues. In a separate but

related study Pontes et al. [ubicomp17] found out with 78% accuracy within 50

km the possibility of deducing the home city, state and country of a foursquare

user from simply their foursquare mayorships, badges, tips and todos. This

shows how much can be learnt about a single user from publicly available in-

formation (since on foursquare, every check-in is only visible to a users friends
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whereas other information is public)

Meanwhile, Kostakos et al. [intro33] demonstrated how a LBSN friend net-

work (using Locaccino, a LBSN) could be used to obtain private information

by focusing on a users LBSN friend network structure. Luo and Hengartner

[intro39] discussed the development of Veriplace, a trustworthy architecture

for LBSNs to prevent deceptive location disclosures for the mitigation of at

least some, location privacy concerns. They integrated Veriplace with Yelp and

showed that the large scale deployment of a trustworthy, privacy preserving

framework is feasible.

Damiani et al. [intro19] devised PROBE, an algorithm which improves loca-

tion obfuscation - a popular method for preserving location privacy in LBSNs

when disseminating data outside user profiles. Poolsappasit and Ray [intro48]

proposed a generalized and scalable location privacy preserving mathematical

model - one which could be theoretically used for any LBSN if used as an un-

derlying framework.

In an empirical study, Toch et al. [intro52] deployed Locaccino to dis-

cover trends in location sharing behavior. They were able to statistically dis-

tinguish between different models of privacy preserving behavior. For instance,

some users developed sophisticated privacy preferences over a period of time

whereas others varied their willingness to share in different categories of loca-

tions depending on some particular characteristics of these locations.

Jedrzejczyk et al. [intro31] looked at the importance of instantaneous feed-

back on privacy preferences in an analysis of Buddy Tracker, a LBSN. They the-

orized that socially translucent, real time design features which provided for
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awareness, feedback and visibility to all users would increase accountability

in LBSNs and decrease potentially annoying location surveillance requests. In a

similar, but slightly different study, Tang et al. [cscw40] concluded that different

types of visualizations of location history can influence user privacy concerns.

Therefore, it is not only important what location you share but also how this

location is seen by ones friends.

Boesen et al. [ubicomp4] conducted a study using a combination of the LB-

SNs, Follow-us, Childlocate and Google Latitute on the family members of four

households in Britain and found two complementary results. First, they found

that location disclosure among closely knit members of a family is much more

prevalent and can increase feelings of trust among the family members. How-

ever, overuse of location surveillance by these same family members can under-

mine these same feelings of trust and can bring forth an undesirable reliability

of family accountability on surveillance rather than on mutual trust.

Summarizing the above HCI literature, it becomes evident that there exists

different kinds of LBSNs with different design features. Some researchers have

attempted to classify LBSNs into meaningful groups while others have stud-

ied why and how users use these systems in order to recommend better design

solutions for future work. Moreover, researchers have attempted to evaluate,

categorize and determine privacy preferences of LBSN users from both, com-

putational as well as empirical perspectives.

However, there is one important gap in the current literature. None of these

works have defined what privacy or more specifically, location privacy is, in an

appropriate manner, when conducting all these user evaluations. In fact, none

of these articles explicitly state which definition of privacy they are following.
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As best as can be determined, their concept of privacy is conceptualized as a

users immutable desire to not share certain personal information. However,

as far back as 2003, Palen and Dourish [conc23] called for HCI researchers to

consider privacy as a dynamic, dialectic process and then again, perhaps on

noting this failure, as recently as 2012, Barkhuus [cscw5] asked HCI privacy

researchers to consider the viability of evaluating privacy in terms of contextual

integrity and not as a universal, one-size-fits-all process. I acknowledge this

gap and these calls for action and will ground my dissertation work in a more

suitable suitable.

1.5 Establishing Research Trajectories

From the previous sections, we understood that in order to imagine, conceptual-

ize and empirically investigate networked privacy, there are several phenomena

or aspects that deserve further inquiry. Further, we established the need and im-

portance of inspecting location privacy as a lens of inquiry in social networks.

First, we need to understand why and how people look at their friends’ ac-

tivities in SNS (social surveillance). Then, we can move on to the various strate-

gies that people adopt to manage their privacy in networks. They are, (in no

particular order), impression management and deception. In this dissertation

(and as I alluded to in the previous section), I have scrutinized all these aspects

that arose from gaps in the current literature on networked privacy. Chapter-

wise, they are impression management (chapter 3), social surveillance (chapter

4) and deception (chapter 5).

In many cases, existing exploratory studies have alluded to the importance
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Phenomena Exploratory Literature My Dissertation

Impression Management Lindqvist, 2011 Guha and Birnholtz, 2013 (Chapter 3)
Social Surveillance Marwick, 2012 Guha and Wicker, 2015 (Chapter 4)

Deception Hancock, 2010 Guha and Wicker, 2015 (Chapter 5)

Table 1.1: Research trajectory of dissertation. Column 2 outlines ex-
ploratory work done in this area which alludes to the necessity
of deeper study of the phenomena mentioned in Column 1. Col-
umn 3 represents the citation of the relevant published paper
(with me as an author) and the appropriate chapter

of these phenomena but have not studied them deeply in conjunction with real

life, social network data. Table 1.1 outlines the gaps in the literature. In the

last chapter (chapter 7), I have constructed a similar, parallel table with my core

contributions better explained.

Related to my empirical work in this dissertation and as part of my holistic

development as a scholar working at the intersection of HCI and computational

social science is my involvement in understanding, summarizing and practicing

statistics in my field.

In this dissertation, chapter 2 summarizes my readings and future trajectory

in statistics in HCI. I have read considerable literature to be able to summarize

the current state of statistics in my field, focusing on some of the shaky theoret-

ical foundations on which this rests. Moreover, I have outlined some modern

statistical methods and approaches by which HCI can do statistics better. I have

outlined my idea (that I call ”Transparent Statistics”) to do better statistical sto-

rytelling, in conjunction with qualitative practices, in the near future. Finally, I

have provided an exemplar (in the form of an academic journal article) that in-

corporates the philosophies and norms of Transparent Statistics. As an assistant

professor at Marquette University, I will be focusing on these aspects as well in
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developing a comprehensive research program.
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CHAPTER 2

STATISTICS IN HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION

In this chapter, I summarize my readings and thoughts about statistics in

HCI. I will focus on addressing three broad topics. These areas represent the

evolution of my thoughts about statistics in HCI through the various stages of

my doctoral career. First, what is the current state of statistics in HCI? Second,

what are some modern statistical methods and approaches that researchers in

HCI should be, and in certain cases, have already started, using on a regular

basis to improve the quality of their results and inferences. Third, I outline a

philosophy of doing statistics or more broadly quantitative analysis (in HCI)

that I, along with other collaborators call ”Transparent Statistics” [conc15] that

we have been developing over the past two years and presented recently in the

CHI conference to a rousing audience. Finally, I will end with an exemplar of

Transparent Statistics in action, in the form of a journal article examining social

media non-use.

2.1 What is the current state of statistics in HCI research?

A core strength of the HCI community is that it synthesizes expertise across a

wide range of disciplines such as user interface design, human factors, com-

puter science, psychology, engineering, graphics and industrial design, enter-

tainment, and telecommunications.

A natural evolution of these disciplinary traditions is that the HCI commu-

nity has developed (and continues to develop) a rich set of design and evalua-

tion practices at its disposal. An important aspect of training new scholars is to
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teach them how to use different data gathering and quantitative analysis tech-

niques flexibly and in combination to avoid biases which are inherent in any

one approach [hcistats17]. While many approaches to evaluation are valid, it is

important that researchers are aware of best practices for any given methodol-

ogy.

Therefore, it is important to periodically re-evaluate how HCI researchers

use quantitative methods and consider whether they provide these researchers

with the tools they need to answer the questions they are interested in, and

whether other techniques would in fact serve the community better. A simi-

lar debate is currently taking place in psychology, as demonstrated by recent

writings [hcistats16] particularly centered around the pervasive practice of Null

Hypothesis Significance Testing (NHST) [conc15] .

Critics of NHST argue that it is time for researchers to consider foundational

issues in inference [hcistats7]. Similarly, other researchers have concluded that

experimental psychologists need to change the way they conduct their experi-

ments and analyze their data [hcistats7] and, in the light of recent positive em-

pirical findings in the theoretically implausible area of extra-sensory perception,

argue that the statistical strategies used by psychologists are too weak, too mal-

leable and offer far too many opportunities for researchers to befuddle them-

selves and their peers [hcistats19]. These criticisms are not very new; in fact, in

1994, Cohen noted that such criticisms have been made within psychology for

forty years [hcistats4].

As a field of study that primarily builds upon statistical methods used by

psychologists, usability evaluation is subject to the same criticisms. Indeed, al-

ready, a few HCI researchers have identified flaws in experimental design and
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statistical testing in published HCI studies. Gray and Salzman [hcistats12] pub-

lished an in-depth critique of five well known studies of usability evaluation

methods, observing that weaknesses in experimental design i.e. (a) threats to

statistical conclusion validity, (b) construct validity, and (c) internal and external

validity call into question the reliability of these findings. Cairn [hcistats3] sur-

veyed quantitative methods in British HCI conferences and journals and noted

common problems in reporting of statistical results; failure to check assump-

tions about the data required by particular tests, over-testing and using inap-

propriate tests. Dunlop and Baillie [hcistats10] aimed to raise awareness within

the sub-field of mobile HCI of problems with statistical analysis techniques such

as the use of null hypothesis testing in a binary way to approve results, abusing

statistical tests, making illogical arguments as a result of tests, deriving inap-

propriate conclusions from non significant results, and confusing the size of

p-values with effect sizes. Again, none of these criticisms are particularly novel

and have been made over the years in psychology [hcistats4].

In line with Kaptein & Robertston [hcistats13], in this paper, I outline three

common problems of statistics in HCI:

1. Misunderstanding of the p-value: Researchers often wrongly interpret

p-values as the probability of the null-hypothesis being true.

2. Lack of statistical power: Researchers often pay little attention to null-

results without being aware of the potential of their experimental set-up

to reject the null when it is false.

3. Confusion between p-values and effect sizes: Researchers often judge a

small p-value as indicating a (theoretically or practically) important rela-

tionship. This however is not generally correct.
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As introduced in the previous section, empirical studies in HCI typi-

cally consist of solitary experiments analyzed through NHST. As noted

previously, this traditional approach is under growing criticism at the

premier conferences [hcistats3, hcistats9, hcistats13, hcistats15] and has

been strongly criticized for more than 50 years in other fields [hcistats5,

hcistats6, hcistats18].

Thus, major outcomes of problems with current practices include

[hcistats9, hcistats13, hcistats15, hcistats20]:

• The use of statistical constructs (e.g, p-values) that most researchers

have trouble grasping intuitively.

• Overemphasis on conveying evidence and numbers rather than use-

ful information and generalizable conclusions, leading to tedious p-

cluttered reports.

• Dichotomous thinking, i.e., thinking of hypotheses as either true or

false, and of effects and evidence as either existing or not existing.

• Undisclosed flexibility in data analyses, yielding cherry-picked re-

sults or p-hacking (even if unintentional).

• Simplistic criteria for paper acceptance (e.g., looking at whether re-

sults are ”significant”) leading to positive results bias, and thus an

incomplete and distorted literature.

• A lack of focus on research as a cumulative and collective enter-

prise, including a lack of incentives for sharing experimental data and

study materials, a lack of replication, and virtually no meta-analysis.

Problems with statistics in hci extend beyond mere procedural mistakes

committed by researchers who might need more statistical training. We
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believe these are deeper issues worthy of a conversation about how to

reform the prevalent methods in the community. This brings us to the

next question - what are modern statistical methods and approaches that

HCI can adopt and better implement?

2.2 Modern Statistical Strategies and Methods

To reiterate, as established in the previous section, the current norm as far

as statistics in HCI is concerned, is to present only p-values. This can lead

to misleading results with unfortunate real life consequences [hcistats8].

The p-value often does not inform us about what we want to know, which

is generally the probability of the hypothesis given the data. In addition,

high p-values do not imply that the null is indeed true if the power is

inadequate, and finally, sizes of effects should be more important than

their associated sampling error.

A hallmark of a good theory is that it is highly falsifiable [hcistats13]. It

should make definite claims about the world, because the more claims it

makes, the more opportunities there are to falsify it. A major criticism

of NHST is that it encourages weak theorizing by proposing hypotheses

which make vaguely specified claims about the world [hcistats8]. In speci-

fying a null hypothesis, the researcher generally predicts no difference be-

tween conditions. If this is rejected, the alternative hypothesis is accepted.

But the alternative hypothesis that matches this null hypothesis (that there

is some difference) is vague and underspecified. It rules out only one point

where the means are exactly the same across conditions. Any other rela-

tionship between the variables could be true. Seen in this light, the null
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hypothesis is intuitively almost always false, and so rejecting it isnt very

informative. A theory which predicts in advance the magnitude of an ef-

fect is more useful, and the consideration of estimated effects from the

current study in the light of previous findings enables the researcher to

contribute coherently to the existing body of work in a field.

Researchers [hcistats10] have argued that HCI does not generally attempt

replication of previous work, a point which is confirmed in contemporary

analysis of UX studies [hcistats2]. Yet, single studies cannot be taken as

the basis for believing a scientific result to be true. It is the pooling of evi-

dence from many studies, often in the form of meta-analysis, that should

give researchers confidence in a theory [hcistats11]. We should therefore

consider: do we as a community want to develop theory through empir-

ical studies (at least as one of the methods in our toolkit)? If we do not,

then what purpose is served by conducting traditional statistical tests? If

we do, we are more likely to achieve our aims by adopting best practices

for the planning, analysis and reporting of empirical studies. Based on

the convergence of advice from related disciplines, we offer the following

initial recommendations for best practice.

• A more specific hypothesis yields more information when it is falsi-

fied than a vaguely specified hypothesis. For this reason, bolder pre-

dictions predicting the direction and magnitude of effects would be beneficial

rather than choosing a safer null hypothesis which predicts no differ-

ence within conditions.

• When planning an experiment, it is helpful to predict the size of the ef-

fect likely to be found, based on previous findings from related studies

if possible. One major obstacle is that HCI research rewards novelty
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so previous experiments on similar research questions may not ex-

ist. Under these circumstances, it might be more prudent to conduct

in-lab pilot studies or report multi-experiment studies to build more

confidence in results.

• Some fundamental decisions must be taken in advance. For instance,

statistical power, significance criterion (alpha value), and effect size

help researchers to sample sizes required to detect an effect of practical

or theoretical importance.

• In HCI, practical difficulties in recruiting enough participants will

arise periodically. Therefore, research teams should consider collaborat-

ing for multi-site experiments and report multi-experiment studies instead

of the current norm to report single lab, single experiment studies.

• While not a panacea and still susceptible to poor statistical decisions,

use Bayesian analysis can be used as an alternative to NHST to calculate

the probability of the hypothesis given the data.. Bayesian analysis en-

ables researchers to build on the body of knowledge in the field by

incorporating previous results as prior probabilities. Indeed, very re-

cent work [hcistats15] has advocated for Bayesian analysis in HCI as

better fitting the culture and incentives of the field than NHST.

• Change will not come without the active participation of the entire

HCI community. Researchers, reviewers, program chairs and journal edi-

tors mist work towards raising the standard of reporting statistical results so

that future researchers can use this information to inform their own

hypothesis generation, effect size estimates and prior probabilities in

Bayesian analysis. The guidelines in the 6th edition of the APA publi-

cation manual [hcistats1] are helpful in this regard. At the very least,
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means, standard errors, variances, confidence intervals, effect and

sample sizes must be reported to assist future researchers to make

better informed statistical decisions.

• We must also learn to interpret the non-standardized sizes of the estimated

effects. For instance, as researchers, we must be able to answer the

question: ”What practical difference would this intervention make?”

Questions of this sort will be best in consultation with users, empha-

sizing the need for triangulation between qualitative and quantitative

data.

Such changes to the entire community will take time, effort and political

will. However, if HCI, as a field, values the tools offered to us by statisti-

cal methods, we should do our best to avoid known methodological flaws,

and embrace the best practices which are emerging from other associated

disciplines like psychology, computer science and sociology. The benefits

to HCI will be great in terms of generating a more coherent body of work

thus enabling the field to advance more rapidly. In light of this thinking, I

will introduce and summarize a philosophy of doing and reporting statis-

tics in HCI that I call ”Transparent Statistics” in the next section. This is

a philosophy that I have been working on with other collaborators in the

past couple of years and have recently introduced [conc15] in the 2016 CHI

conference to the broader community.

2.3 Transparent Statistics

Our use of the term transparent statistics is not meant to imply that all sta-

tistical reports at chi are necessarily opaque. Instead, it aims to empha-
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size transparency in reporting. More specifically, we propose to refer to

transparent statistics as a philosophy of statistical reporting whose purpose is to

advance scientific knowledge rather than to persuade.

Although transparent statistics recognizes that rhetoric plays a major role

in scientific writing [hcistats19], it dictates that when persuasion is at odds

with the dissemination of clear and complete knowledge, the latter should

prevail. For example, when empirical data provides incomplete or mixed

evidence, a transparent investigator should refrain from drawing defini-

tive conclusions and instead communicate all relevant information. Trans-

parent statistics puts clarity before messiness, and messiness before false

claritystudy results are often disappointingly complex, but in transparent

statistics the quest for scientific truth prevails over aesthetics, novelty or

potential impact [hcistats11].

Acknowledging the messiness of results is often at odds with our desire to

make strong, definitive statements (i.e. technique A outperforms technique B).

But conveying uncertainty more faithfully represents our results and even

makes them more useful: practitioners do not want to know if p is less

than .05; they want to know by how much does technique A improve over

technique B (plus-or-minus some error) so that they can perform a cost-

benefit analysis and decide whether to adopt it. Besides advancing clarity

within our field, transparent statistics can help address another existential

crisis for HCI i.e. impact on real-world systems. This can be achieved by

expressing our results in statistical language that is amenable to assessing

practical significance.
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2.3.1 How do we move towards Transparent Statistics?

2.3.1.1 Reporting Transparent Statistics

Transparent statistics are about both what we report and how we report it.

While methodologists have been discussing what to report to maximize

transparency (e.g, communicating simple/standardized effect sizes with

frequentist/Bayesian interval estimates, clearly distinguishing between

planned and unplanned analyses), HCI can advance guidelines for how

to report transparent statistics in a user-friendly manner. For instance,

clear, straightforward graphical communication of effects can be written

into modern reporting guidelines [hcistats9]. These approaches could be-

come both the standard within hci and the standard we aspire to create

through new statistical toolswhat if the output of any procedure in a sta-

tistical package was an annotated, self-explanatory visualization, rather

than a cryptic table?

This approach may make some uncomfortable, as guidelines already exist

that insist upon many orthodox practices that can be harmful to transpar-

ent statistical communication. These older standards lead to ubiquitous

impenetrable results sections that are peppered with numerical statistical

results. We plan to discuss how authors can educate reviewers when writ-

ing results that do not follow old norms. This includes amassing a set

of citations that lend credence to (currently) unorthodox approaches; e.g.,

essays by advocates of estimation [hcistats6, hcistats9] and of Bayesian

methods [hcistats15].

Having more papers in the field using these methods can also help. Done

well, these methods could speak for themselves. Clearer communica-
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tion (with relevant citations) can be enough to convince reviewers sim-

ply through the deeper understanding they gain from the work. How-

ever, some rethinking is still necessary: a wide confidence interval that

just overlaps 0 in a small n study is more honest than a p value just above

.05 (and better informs future meta- or Bayesian analysis), but might feel

like a lackluster result to a reviewer used to thinking in binary rejection

criteria.

2.3.1.2 Emphasizing Practical Significance over Testing

In contrast to a focus on binary testing (is A better than B?), transparent

statistics emphasize effect size (how much better?) and uncertainty (what

are the upper and lower bounds on the difference?). These inform us on

practical significance: is the difference large enough, and are we certain

enough to act on it? Given an estimated difference between two condi-

tions, a practitioner could apply a cost function to decide whether the in-

crease in performance is worth the cost of switching to a new interface

or technique. Cost/benefit analysis, not statistical significance, is the lan-

guage of industry, and therefore one way for results from HCI to make it

out of the lab and into real-world systems.

2.3.1.3 Training and Education

Training and education is an important part of this debate. Many HCI re-

searchers learn statistics in one of two ways: through an applied statistics

course (for non-statisticians) taught by statisticians, or through a course

(or part of a course) taught by an HCI or computer science professor in

their home departments. The latter approach can perpetuate old norms in
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the field which, as we have argued, need to be reexamined and reformed.

How can we better integrate transparent statistics education into HCI cur-

ricula (as is becoming more common in other fields)?

2.3.1.4 Open Data and Replications

While clear communication of statistical analyses is critical, publishing the

underlying data allows those analyses to be verified. Open data allows

readers to answer questions about aspects of analysis that may be missing

from the text. It also allows subsequent researchers to analyze facets of

the data that the original researchers did not examine, perform meta anal-

yses on multiple publications, and more easily use existing data to form

priors for future Bayesian analyses. Science is a cumulative and collective

enterprise.

Nevertheless, questions have arisen regarding the costs and merits of open

data. Documenting and anonymizing data takes time. There are also

limits to its error-correcting ability. While reexamination of an experi-

ment’s data can help detect mistakes, problems can occur in any stage

of an experiment, including incorrect stimulus presentation, incorrect re-

sponse recording, and the possibility of a statistical fluke. Furthermore,

reusing materials can propagate these mistakes across multiple publica-

tions. Overcoming these problems requires complete experiment replica-

tion [14], not just reproduction of the analysis.

2.3.1.5 Transparent Conclusions

While our focus is on reporting and analysis, transparent statistics neces-

sarily go hand-in-hand with well-designed and implemented experiments
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with reasonable conclusions. The conclusions should be nuanced and not

convey more certainty than the results [hcistats9]. Overgeneralizing re-

sults should also be avoided. If a technique is beneficial in one implemen-

tation or task, how can theory be used to make conclusions that extend

beyond the narrow scope of the experiment? How we write about general-

izability typically follows uncodified conventions that depend on whether

the research took a hypothesis-driven or data-driven approachthemselves

direct successors of deductive and inductive reasoning [hcistats15]. Fail-

ure to differentiate the two often results in overclaiming about the external

validity or generalizability of human-centered research [2]. Transparency

is increased if research projects describe (1) how they connect to and build

off of existing theories and (2) why or if the conclusions are externally

valid.

2.3.2 HCI Can help statistics too!

Beyond advancing transparent statistics within our own field, HCI can

provide a unique voice in the ongoing conversation around improving

the usability of analysis tools and improving the clarity of statistical com-

munication. We can help improve cryptic statistical systems that are hard

to learn, require substantial background to use, and even fail silently (re-

turning incorrect results to unwitting users). I will be actively attempting

to bridge this gap in the near future as a researcher in academia.
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2.3.3 Transparent Statistics: An Example

In this section, I present an exemplar of what the Transparent Statistics

philosophy can be and what kinds of improvements in inferences and con-

clusions such analysis and visualizations can lead to. The case study pre-

sented is in the form of an academic paper examining the different types

of social media non-use.

2.3.3.1 Introduction

Every month, over 1.5 billion unique users log in to Facebook. If each

active account represents one person, then Facebook users comprise over

20% of the people on the planet. In the US, 71% of online adults use Face-

book; among those age 18-29, 87% use Facebook [nonuse24]. Other so-

cial media, such as Twitter,Instagram, Pinterest, and LinkedIn, are used

by 23% to 28% of online US adults [nonuse24]. For many social media

sites, the number of users has steadily increased over the past several years

[nonuse24, nonuse1].

With such a seemingly omnipresent phenomenon, it can be difficult to re-

member that some people do not use social media. However, a growing

trend has emerged around the non-use of social media, especially Face-

book. This non-use can take many forms. In May 2010, Quit Facebook

Day 1 encouraged users to delete their accounts leave the site. In a less

permanent endeavor, 99 Days of Freedom 2 suggested that users avoid us-

ing the site for 99 days [nonuse16]. Both these efforts garnered over 40,000

responses. General practices of media refusal, digital detox, and discon-

1http://www.quitfacebookday.com/
2http://99daysoffreedom.com/
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nection have become prevalent in online culture [nonuse32, nonuse46].

Notable figures have also taken significant amounts of time away from so-

cial media (or in some cases the Internet entirely), ranging from 25 days

[nonuse6] to a full year [nonuse41, nonuse5].

This trend of non-use has also garnered attention from academic re-

searchers [nonuse14, nonuse15, nonuse51, nonuse59]. Such studies

compare users and non-users [conc1, nonuse29, nonuse37, nonuse50,

nonuse53, nonuse54], explore motivations for non-use of (social) technolo-

gies [nonuse9, nonuse17, nonuse46, nonuse52], or examine different forms

that non-use can take [conc1, nonuse17, nonuse19, nonuse60].

In most cases, prior work comparing users vs. non-users has treated

both use and non-use as single, relatively distinct categories [nonuse29,

nonuse50, nonuse53, nonuse54]. However, prior comparisons of users

and non-users suggest that there is not one prototypical kind of Face-

book quitter, and comparing non-users of the site to users as a single

block may miss some subtleties [nonuse37]. Motivations for non-use vary

widely, ranging from privacy concerns [nonuse17, nonuse48, nonuse53,

nonuse54], to worries about addiction [nonuse16, nonuse17, nonuse53], to

(mis)alignments between personality and the perceived uses of Facebook

[nonuse50, nonuse54]. Differences can also be seen between permanent

media refusal based on ideological objection [nonuse46] and intention-

ally short-term breaks from social media [nonuse52]. Although one study

compared differences among heavy users, light users, and non-users of

Facebook, the authors acknowledge that they were unable to distinguish

[. . . ] those who used the site and then stopped from those who never tried

the site [nonuse37]. Similarly, current users of the site may have previ-
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ously left the site and then subsequently returned [nonuse16].

Furthermore, prior work has suggested differences in the prevalence of

different types of non-use. For example, Rainie et al. [nonuse48] found

that 61% of current Facebook users [...] have voluntarily taken a break,

while 27% of Facebook users say they plan to spend less time on the site

in the coming year. These varying non-use practices also lead to different

repercussions socially. For instance, previous work found a social conta-

gion effect for Facebook deactivation [nonuse17]: users who knew some-

one that had deactivated her/his account were more likely to deactivate

their own account. However, no such social influence occurred for per-

manent account deletion. A study of the service Grindr suggested that

pointed, intentional departure sends different social signals than does a

gradual fading away [nonuse19]. Ideological objection may result in back-

lash from friends [nonuse46], while short-term abstention more often gar-

ners friends support [nonuse52]. Since prior work has largely treated non-

use atomically, we have little understanding of how the same factors may

have different impacts on the likelihood of different types of use and non-

use.

To fill that gap, this chapter explores how different forms of social technol-

ogy non-use are predicted by different factors. Our approach applies re-

cent arguments to transcend a dichotomous binary between use and non-

use [nonuse14, nonuse15], instead describing different types of engage-

ment with, or disengagement from, Facebook. Using data from two large

surveys, a demographically representative sample of 515 internet users

and a convenience sample of 1,000 internet users, the chapter investigates

four different forms of use and non-use:
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• current user: an individual who currently has and uses a Facebook

account;

• reluctant user: an individual who currently has a Facebook account

and has considered leaving the site but has not actually done so

[nonuse17];

• partial user: an individual who has temporarily deactivated her or his

Facebook account but can technically return to the site at any time

[nonuse16, nonuse52];

• prior user: an individual who previously had a Facebook account but

permanently deleted it and left the site [nonuse19].

The analysis considers how each category of non/use 3 is predicted by

different factors, including Facebook intensity (FBI) [nonuse25], Face-

book addiction [nonuse10], privacy-related behaviors and experiences

[nonuse55], and demographics. Respondents who have never had a Face-

book account did not answer the same questions as other respondents

(e.g., questions on the FBI would be irrelevant for them), so this analysis

omits them.

These findings confirm the expectation, voiced both above and in prior

work, that different forms of non/use are most strongly associated with

different predictors. This finding provides evidence that, when studying

technology non-use, researchers should attend closely to the various nu-

anced ways in which an individual or group might use or not use a tech-

nology. Furthermore, since they are driven by different motivations, these

3This chapter uses the notation non/use as a shorthand for use and non-use or for use or
non-use. This notation also allows us to avoid identifying each category as either use or non-
use, since categories such as the reluctant user arguably represent a mixture of both. This no-
tation also differentiates from the term non-use, which, though prevalent, has been noted as
potentially problematic [nonuse14, nonuse15].
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forms of technology non/use may similarly vary in their broader impacts

on social interaction and communication.

2.3.3.2 Background

2.3.3.3 Technology Non-use

Most studies of computer-mediated communication focus on those peo-

ple who use a technology to communicate. In the case of social net-

working sites (SNSs) such as Facebook, previous work highlights social

uses [nonuse18, nonuse57], such as keeping up with friends, forming so-

cial groups, and cultivating social capital [nonuse25, nonuse31, nonuse35,

nonuse36]. Some studies have suggested that such sites help facilitate the

processes of social grooming [nonuse54]. Others have suggested that in-

teractions on sites such as Facebook may lead to positive social feedback

[nonuse20, nonuse58].

However, understanding more fully the role that these technologies play

requires examining another group: those who do not communicate using

such technologies. Understanding how and why particular communica-

tion media are refused [nonuse46] or avoided [nonuse45] can provide a

more nuanced understanding of both the perceived benefits and the po-

tential drawbacks of such media. For instance, Tufekci [nonuse54] com-

pares college students who do and do not use SNSs, finding that users

focus more on what she calls the expressive Internet, which includes so-

cial grooming, self-presentation, and other social communication. Other

work with student populations has shown that demographic and socioe-

conomic factors, such as gender, race, and parents level of education, pre-
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dict usage of various SNSs [nonuse29]. In comparing Facebook users with

Facebook quitters, [nonuse53] Stieger et al. found that quitters tend to

score higher on measures of general concern about privacy, Internet ad-

diction scales, and conscientiousness. Similarly, a large survey of Aus-

tralian internet users [nonuse50] suggested that users of Facebook were

more extroverted, more narcissistic, less conscientious, and less socially

lonely than non-users.

Such work provides a more nuanced understanding of the motivations

for, and perceived benefits of, using social networking sites. Furthermore,

differences between users and non-users help delineate the specific pop-

ulations to whom findings from studies of computer-mediated communi-

cation may or may not generalize. That said, prior work often treats the

distinction between use and non-use as strictly binary. Although some

studies have examined factors predicting an individuals intensity of Face-

book usage [nonuse37, nonuse56], non-use is still treated as a single cate-

gory.

However, much prior work has illuminated a variety of different forms

and styles of technology non-use. Non-use may or may not be a willful

choice [nonuse51, nonuse59], a political identity statement [nonuse46], an

instrumental attempt to retain privacy [nonuse17, nonuse48, nonuse53],

an intentionally short-term break [nonuse16, nonuse52], or perhaps even

a desirable but unavailable option [nonuse17]. Given this variety, there is

little reason to expect that the numerous various forms of non-use docu-

mented in prior work would be predicted by the same individual factors.

In what ways do those who conscientiously refuse Facebook [nonuse46]

resemble those who simply fade away [nonuse19] or become disinter-
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ested [nonuse51]? How might the antecedents of intentionally short-term

breaks from social media [nonuse16, nonuse52] differ from those of active

resistance to technology [nonuse51, nonuse59]? The study presented in

this chapter addresses these questions by comparing how various factors

differently predict four categories of Facebook non/use.

2.3.3.4 Research Questions and Expectations

As described above, this chapter compares four distinct types of Facebook

non/use: current use, lagging resistance, temporary deactivation, and per-

manent deletion. 4 What factors might influence the likelihood that an in-

dividual belongs to one or another of these categories? Drawing on prior

literature, we here consider four possible factors: perceptions and uses of

Facebook, potential addiction to Facebook, privacy-related behaviors, and

demographics.

Prior work has found a variety of perceptions of, motivations for us-

ing, and relationships with Facebook [nonuse18, nonuse25, nonuse31,

nonuse36, nonuse35, nonuse57]. Such differences may also impact non-

use. Tufekci [nonuse54] finds that people who are more disparaging of

social grooming (gossip, small-talk, non-functional social interaction, etc.)

are less likely to use social networking sites. Portwood-Stacer [nonuse46]

argues that Facebook abstainers perceive the site as embracing identity

construction through conspicuous consumption, an ideal they want to re-

ject. Baumer et al. [nonuse17] provide a list of reasons for Facebook non-

use, some of which deal with perceptions about, and use of, the site (e.g.,

4This analysis excludes the category of resisters [nonuse59] who never had an account, be-
cause many of the questions in the Facebook addiction [nonuse10] and FBI [nonuse25] measures
would not apply.
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its banality, its impacts on productivity). One common measure of social

networking site use is Facebook Intensity (FBI) [nonuse25], which com-

bines aspects such as frequency and duration of use, number of friends,

and perceived importance of the site.

Relatively few studies have examined how FBI may relate to non/use.

Thus, prior work provides limited expectations about the exact nature of

these relationships. On one hand, we might expect that people with with

greater Facebook intensity are more likely to deactivate, in an attempt to

control or curtail their (over)usage, but less likely to delete their account

permanently. On the other, people with higher Facebook intensity may

feel that the site is more important to them and thus may be less likely to

leave or even to consider doing so.

RQ1: How does intensity of Facebook usage (FBI) [nonuse25] influence

the likelihood of different types of Facebook non/use?

Prior work has also suggested that addiction may act as a motivator for,

or predictor of, non-use [nonuse17, nonuse53]. Stieger et al. [nonuse53]

found that those who left Facebook had higher Internet addiction scores

[. . . ] than Facebook users, though with a small effect size. Roughly one

tenth of Baumer et al.s [nonuse17] respondents described experiences re-

lated to addiction. A recent study found that, of people who left Face-

book, those who reported having experiences consistent with addiction,

such as withdrawal or compulsive behavior, were more likely to return

[nonuse16]. Thus, on one hand, we might expect addiction scores to pre-

dict increased rates of deactivation and deletion. However, standard ad-

diction measures also ask questions about desires to, or unsuccessful at-

tempts to, reduce usage [nonuse10, nonuse27, nonuse30]. Thus, on the
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other hand, addiction scores may predict lower rates of deactivation and

deletion but greater consideration of non-use.

RQ2: How do standard measures of addiction (BFAS) [nonuse10] influ-

ence the likelihood of different types of Facebook non/use?

Privacy represents one of the most oft-cited concerns about Facebook us-

age. Tufekci [nonuse54] found that, among a sample of US college stu-

dents, increased privacy concerns were linked with decreased likelihood

of using social networking sites. Archambault and Grudin [nonuse11]

found that, from 2008 to 2011, increasing numbers of Microsoft employ-

ees made many changes (as opposed to none or a few changes) to social

network sites access control settings. Both Rainie et al. [nonuse48] and

Baumer et al. [nonuse17] identified privacy as a significant motivation

that survey respondents cited for non-use of Facebook. In an earlier study,

Acquisti and Gross [conc1] found that privacy attitudes and concerns de-

creased the likelihood of Facebook membership except among undergrad-

uate students, for whom privacy had no effect on non-use.

However, the single term privacy belies significant underlying com-

plexity. Practices associated with boundary negotiation [conc23], so-

cial surveillance [conc19], corporate data mining [nonuse17], conspicuous

non/consumption[nonuse46], regret [nonuse55], and others all relate to

the higher-level umbrella of privacy. Furthermore, the social desirability

of caring about ones own privacy can lead to an apparent privacy paradox

between stated attitudes and observed behaviors [nonuse13, nonuse42].

Thus, rather than asking directly about privacy concerns, examining spe-

cific behaviors and experiences [conc24, nonuse55] should prove more in-

formative. One might expect that, e.g., changing ones Facebooks privacy
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settings would help a user feel more in control and more comfortable us-

ing Facebook. However, it could also indicate an overall greater concern

with privacy, which prior work has linked with non-use. What remains to

be seen is how these privacy-related behaviors and experiences relate to

different forms of non/use.

RQ3: How do privacy-related behaviors and experiences [conc19, conc23,

nonuse55] influence different types of Facebook non/use?

Finally, individual demographics may also come into play. Several stud-

ies have found that older individuals are less likely to use Facebook

[conc1, nonuse11, nonuse29, nonuse37, nonuse53]. Others have found

that factors such as race [nonuse29], gender [nonuse29, nonuse54], par-

ents education [nonuse29], personality traits [nonuse50, nonuse53], and

frequency of internet use [nonuse29, nonuse37] also significantly influence

non/use. Again, though, such work rarely disaggregated among various

possible forms of non/use.

RQ4: How do demographics, such as age and socioeconomic status, influ-

ence the likelihood of different types of Facebook non/use?

Collectively, this prior work provides some useful expectations for how

various factors might influence the non-use of such sites as Facebook.

Table 2.1 summarizes how each factor might impact the four types of

non/use studies here. In drawing these expectations, though, we must

consider that most prior work did not differentiate among various types

of non/use. Acquisti and Gross [conc1] mention former members of Face-

book, but only 7 respondents (2.4% of their sample) belonged to this cat-

egory. Similarly, Hargittai’s [nonuse29] sample included 74 respondents

(8.0%) who had previously used Facebook but no longer do, but the anal-
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Factor Current Reluctant Partial Prior Citations

FBI (Intensity) + ? +/- - [nonuse17, nonuse50, nonuse54]
BFAS (Addiction) ? + +/- +/- [nonuse17, nonuse53]

Privacy Behaviors and Experiences - ? +/- +/- [nonuse17, nonuse48, nonuse53, nonuse54]
Age - ? + + ([conc1, nonuse11])

Demographics + ? ? ? [nonuse29]

Table 2.1: Expectations for how each factor (left column) will influence
the likelihood of each type of non/use (top row), based on
prior work (right column). For each pair of predictor type and
non/use type, + indicates increased likelihood, - indicates de-
creased probability, +/- indicates mixed expectations, and ? in-
dicates no expectation from prior work.

ysis combines these non-users in with the larger set of respondents who

had never used FB (151 respondents, 14.2% of the sample). Lampe, Vi-

tak, and Ellison [nonuse37] differentiate among heavy users, light users,

and non-users, but, as those authors note, they were unable to distinguish

[respondents] who used the site and then stopped from those who never

tried the site. Thus, prior work both provides important guidance and in-

dicates unexplored areas.

2.3.3.5 Methods

This section first describes our survey design and explains relevant theo-

retical constructs. Second, it briefly elaborates on the procedures used to

recruit and sample the survey respondents. Finally, it discusses the ana-

lytic process, justifies why we chose to use multinomial logistic regression,

and offers a brief description of how to interpret the results.
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2.3.3.6 Survey Design

The survey included three groups of questions. First, a series of questions

determined the type of non/user for each respondent. Second, existing,

well validated scales were used to measure the four constructs that may in-

fluence types of non/use, as described above. Third, the survey included

several open-ended questions not analyzed here.

2.3.3.7 Types of Non/use

To reiterate, our literature review suggests four different categories of

non/use: the current user, who has and actively uses a Facebook account;

the reluctant user, who has considered deactivating her/his Facebook ac-

count but has never done so; the partial user who actually deactivated

her/his Facebook account; and the prior user who previously had an

account but permanently deleted it. To assess the respondents type of

non/use, we used four nested yes/no questions, as depicted in Figure 2.1.

For those respondents who have never had a Facebook account, many of

the questions described below, such as those about how often they use the

site or its importance in their lives, would be nonsensical. Thus, this anal-

ysis excludes those respondents, leaving the four non/use types analyzed

here.

We note two important caveats about this typology. First, it is not ordinal.

We do not suggest that, e.g., prior use represents a more intense form of

non-use than partial use or reluctant use. While conceivable, our analysis

instead treats these as four unordered categories. Second, this typology

is not exhaustive. For instance, it does not include the notion of taking a
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Figure 2.1: Decision tree assigning the type of non/use for each respon-
dent, including number of respondents for each type with per-
centages in parentheses. Respondents who were never users of
Facebook are greyed-out as they are excluded from this analy-
sis.

break [nonuse48] from Facebook without technically deactivating or delet-

ing ones account.

2.3.3.8 Facebook Intensity Scale (FBI)

This simple, well known, and widely used scale assess the overall inten-

sity of Facebook usage [nonuse25]. The scale captures quantitative as-

pects, such as the frequency and duration of use, as well as the number

of Facebook friends. It also includes subjective components, such as the

perceived importance of Facebook in an individuals life. See [nonuse25])
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for the full text of questions.

2.3.3.9 Bergens Facebook Addiction Scale (BFAS)

Clinically, addiction involves six main components: salience, mood mod-

ification, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse. Andreassen et al.

[nonuse10] composed an 18 item scale with three questions for each com-

ponent. The wording of questions resembles that of a validated measure

for gambling and gaming addiction [nonuse39]. All questions ask how

often in the last year the respondent engaged in certain activities, such

as Thought about how you could free more time to spend on Facebook

(salience), Felt an urge to use Facebook more and more (tolerance), Felt

bad if you, for different reasons, could not log on to Facebook for some

time? (withdrawal), and Tried to cut down on the use of Facebook without

success? (relapse). Other studies of Facebook addiction similarly adapt the

wording of existing scales for, e.g., alcohol dependence [nonuse30]).

2.3.3.10 Facebook Privacy Behaviors and Experiences (PBE)

As argued above, asking respondents directly whether they are concerned

about privacy likely does not provide as much insight as asking about

specific behaviors and experiences. In terms of privacy-related behaviors,

we asked respondents whether they were familiar with Facebooks privacy

settings and, if so, whether there had ever changed their privacy settings.

In terms of privacy-related experiences, we draw on prior investigations

of regret on Facebook. Wang et al. [nonuse55] combined an interview pro-

tocol, a diary study, and an online survey to investigate different types of
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embarrassing, regretful, or privacy concerning situations that an average

Facebook user might encounter. Based on their study instruments, we as-

sembled three sets of questions. The first asked about regret, e.g., Have

you ever posted something that you later regretted? The second set asked

about other experiences on Facebook, some of which pertained to privacy,

e.g., Have you ever had your personal information misused? or Have you

ever had something found out about you that you didn’t want known?

The third set of questions included the same list of experiences as in the

second, but the questions asked whether the respondent knew anyone else

who had such experiences.

2.3.3.11 Demographics

The survey also asked age, gender (M/F/Other free text), household in-

come, marital status, ethnicity, education (7-points from Less than 8th

grade to Graduate degree), and political views (7-points from Very Lib-

eral to Very Conservative).

2.3.3.12 Participants and Sampling

To acquire a representative sample of US internet users, we contracted

with a survey and sampling agency, Qualtrics, whose recruitment and

sampling procedure is outlined on their website 5.

Qualtrics staff assembled a web panel of participants using demographic

criteria derived in part from Pews omnibus internet survey.6 The demo-

graphic screening criteria used included gender, race/ethnicity, age, and

5https://www.qualtrics.com/online-sample/
6http://www.pewinternet.org/datasets/january-2014-25th-anniversary-of-the-web-

omnibus
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income. At the beginning of the survey, demographic questions were

used to screen respondents. For example, once we received 89 respon-

dents age 25-34 (i.e., 17.8% of our target sample size of 500 respondents),

age was used as a screening criterion for subsequent respondents, such

that respondents in the age 25-34 did not pass the age criterion. Respon-

dents who did not pass any of the demographic screening criteria were ex-

cluded. Recruitment continued until we had accumulated sufficient num-

bers of respondents for each demographic category.

Ultimately, we collected a web panel of 515 participants, for which we

paid $2,750. Of them, N=379 participants either currently have or previ-

ously had a Facebook account. Table 2.2 summarizes and cross tabulates

the samples demographics. Age and household income, our two contin-

uous demographic variables, are presented with the standard five-point

summary, and the remaining categorical demographic variables are cross

tabulated by gender.

2.3.3.13 Analysis

To predict a categorical response variable with more than two categories,

multinomial logistic regression is most appropriate. However, this type

of analysis is not very common in communication literature. At the time

of writing, a brief search of the term multinomial logistic regression in

three of the top communication research journals reveals six articles in

Journal of Communication, five in Communication Research, and four in

the Journal of Computer Mediated Communication over the lifespan of

these journals.

The rarity of this method in the literature is perhaps not very surpris-
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Continuous Demographic Variables
Variable Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev. Median
Age (years) 18 84 47.6 17.28 46
Household Income in 2014 (in USD) 1000 1000000 72220.35 98406.63 50000

Continuous Demographic Variables
Variable Categories Gender

Female Male Other Total
Facebook User Current 29 30 1 60

Reluctant 59 69 0 128
Partial 41 29 0 70
Prior 77 44 0 121
Never Had 56 80 0 136
Total 262 252 1 515

Female Male Other Total
Marital Status Single 96 99 1 196

Divorced 23 17 0 40
Separated 3 3 0 6
Married 125 122 0 247
Widowed 11 7 0 18
Other 4 4 0 8
Total 262 252 1 515

Female Male Other Total
Ethnicity Native American 2 2 1 5

White 165 165 0 330
Asian (including Indian subcontinent) 13 11 0 24
Black or African American 43 20 0 63
Hispanic 31 50 0 81
Pacific Islander 0 1 0 0
Mixed or Multi-ethnic 8 3 0 11
Total 262 252 1 515

Female Male Other Total
Education Less than 8th grade 0 0 0 0

Some high school 3 4 0 7
High school graduate 58 35 1 94
Some college, no degree 76 58 0 134
Associate’s degree 29 29 0 58
Bachelor’s degree 59 79 0 138
Graduate degree (Masters, Doctorate etc.) 37 47 0 84
Total 262 252 1 515

Female Male Other Total
Political Views Very Liberal 26 25 1 52

Liberal 48 38 0 86
Slightly Liberal 31 31 0 62
Independent 68 63 0 131
Slightly Conservative 35 38 0 73
Conservative 36 33 0 69
Very Conservative 18 24 0 42
Total 262 252 1 515

Table 2.2: Summary of demographics for full sample

ing. Historically, multinomial logistic regression has not been available in

many standard statistical software packages, such as SPSS. This method is

also generally not taught as part of an introductory graduate course in re-

search methods or statistics in communication departments. Furthermore,

the results are difficult to interpret from standard parameter estimate ta-

bles. However, these barriers should not prevent us from using the most

appropriate method.

To build the multinomial logistic regression model, we borrowed tech-
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Observed
Predicted Current Reluctant Partial Prior Total

Current 44 4 6 14 68
Reluctant 8 96 1 8 113
Partial 6 9 51 7 73
Prior 2 19 12 92 125
Total 60 128 70 121 379

Table 2.3: Confusion matrix for final fitted model after cross validation.
Numbers on the diagonal (in italics) represent the number of
respondents whose type of non/use was correctly predicted by
the model.

niques from statistical machine learning. We split our dataset to create

a training set (50%) and a testing set (50%). For the training set, we

constructed a model by iteratively including or excluding each predictor

based on relative Akaike Information Criterion (AIC), Bayesian Informa-

tion Criterion (BIC), significance values, and other standard goodness of

fit statistics. This process allowed us to determine which predictors to

include in the model. The obtained model was then fitted to the testing

dataset, i.e., estimates were derived for the coefficient of each predictor,

using stratified 10 fold cross validation [nonuse49]. Across the 10 folds,

coefficients estimates differed by less than 0.5%, indicating a stable model.

The final trained model was then applied to the full dataset. Table 2.3

shows the resulting confusion matrix, which indicates the relationship be-

tween the models prediction and the actual category of non/use for each

respondent. The false discovery rate (FDR) of 23.71% aligns with similar

work (e.g. [nonuse22]) and provides us with a sufficient degree of confi-

dence about our methodological approach.

Table 2.4 (left column) presents the variance accounted for by each group
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Predictors Qualtrics Panel Amazon Mechanical Turk
Intensity (FBI) 35.97% 33.26%
Addiction (BFAS) 31.52% 32.73%
Privacy (PBR) 24.39% 28.68%
Demographics 8.12% 5.33%
Total 100% 100%
Overall Accuracy 74.67% 70.84%

Table 2.4: Proportion of variance explained by survey sub-sections across 2
samples. In both cases, the majority of the variance is explained
by our three predictive constructs of interest (intensity of Face-
book usage, level of Facebook addiction, and behaviors related
to privacy and regret), with demographics explaining less than
10% of the variance.

of predictors, as well as the accuracy of the resulting model. Overall, we

achieved 74.67% accuracy, which is in line with similar computational

work in social media ([nonuse22, nonuse23, nonuse7]). We further vali-

dated this fitted model on a convenience sample (n = 1000) of Amazon

Mechanical Turk workers (Table 2.4, right column), which we treated as an

addition testing set using 10 fold cross validation. The results were quite

comparable, both for coefficient estimates and proportions of variance,

suggesting broader generalizability of these findings. In terms of vari-

ance, demographics are the least explanatory predictor, reinforcing our

choice to examine intensity of Facebook usage (FBI), degree of Facebook

addiction (BFAS), and privacy behaviors and experiences (PBE). Because

it is more demographically representative, the remainder of this chapter

only discusses results obtained from the Qualtrics dataset.
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2.3.3.14 Results

The resulting multinomial logistic regression model indicates how each

predictor impacts the relative probability of a respondent belonging to

each class of non/user. To facilitate better interpretability, instead of the

traditional parameter estimates table, we present results in a graphical for-

mat (Figures 2.2, 2.3, 2.4). Changes in response to a particular item on

each scale are associated with changes in probability of belonging to each

of the four categories of non/use analyzed here. For example, for the first

element of the FBI (Facebook is a part of my everyday activity), a one

unit increase in a respondents answer simultaneously has the following

four impacts: the probability of being a current user increases by 6.5%, the

probability of being a reluctant user increases by 2.9%, the probability of

being a partial user decreases by 1.1%, and the probability of being a prior

user decreases by 3.5%. Every result cell in Figures 2.2, 2.3, & 2.4 can be

interpreted similarly.

To reiterate, this model only includes those factors that significantly im-

pacted the probability of each type of non/use. Thus, each of these factors

is statistically significant, even if the effect sizes may be fairly small for

some non/use types.

These results provide a number of important implications. First, distinct

differences occur in how the various predictors (e.g., Facebook intensity

vs. addiction vs. privacy) impact the relative probabilities that the respon-

dent belongs to each class of non/user. This finding empirically confirms

this chapters central claim, that nuanced differences exist among various

forms of technology non/use. Second, these differences in predictors pro-

vide important insights about how the various forms differ from one an-
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Figure 2.2: Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression to Predict Use and
Non/use Categories. Individual cells show how a one-unit
change each predictor influences the relative probability that
the respondent is one of each of the four types of non/use ana-
lyzed here.

other. Across the results, four overarching patterns emerge, as described

in the remainder of this section.

2.3.3.15 Routine: Current Use vs Prior Use

Across the FBI and BFAS scales, several items deal with routine, frequent,

or planned usage of Facebook (FBI1, FBI3, BFAS1, BFAS2). Higher re-
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Figure 2.3: Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression to Predict Use and
Non/use Categories. Individual cells show how a one-unit
change each predictor influences the relative probability that
the respondent is one of each of the four types of non/use ana-
lyzed here.
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Figure 2.4: Results of Multinomial Logistic Regression to Predict Use and
Non/use Categories. Individual cells show how a one-unit
change each predictor influences the relative probability that
the respondent is one of each of the four types of non/use ana-
lyzed here.

sponses on these items are associated with increased probability of being a

current user. Some of these items are also associated with decreased prob-

ability of being a partial user (BFAS1, BFAS2) or prior user (FBI1, FBI3).

Intuitively, this relationship makes sense. The FBI scale was designed

to capture the intensity of Facebook usage, so one would expect FBI re-

sponses to be higher for current users and lower for types of non-users.

Furthermore, in contrast to some elements of the BFAS, these items involve

no judgement about whether or not that routine is problematic. Thus, it
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is perhaps unsurprising that these items are most strongly associated with

current use. However, not all components of the FBI had this same effect.

2.3.3.16 Tensions and Reluctant Use

Some elements of the FBI, as well as of the BFAS, more strongly predicted

reluctant use. These items dealt with the amount of time spent on Face-

book (FBI8, BFAS6), as well as negative feelings arising from not spending

time on Facebook (FBI4, FBI6, BFAS16). Interestingly, a tension emerges

between these two types of questions. On the one hand, some respon-

dents report spending large amounts of time on Facebook to the point that

they report finding it potentially problematic (BFAS6). On the other hand,

these respondents also report negative feelings associated time spent away

from Facebook, either contemplated or actual (FBI4, FBI6, BFAS16). This

cognitive dissonance [nonuse26] may explain why higher responses on

these questions increase the probability that the respondent has consid-

ered deactivating their account but do not drastically increase the chance

of actually having done so.

2.3.3.17 Impulse Control: Reluctant Use vs Current Use

Several questions on the BFAS deal with compulsive Facebook usage

(BFAS6, BFAS9) or with a respondents inability to stop using Facebook

(BFAS11, BFAS14, BFAS15). All of these items predicted increased prob-

ability of the respondent being a reluctant user and, to a lesser degree,

decreased likelihood of being a current user.

This finding also appeals to intuition. If a respondent does not feel in con-

trol of her or his own Facebook use, s/he may want to stop (i.e., deactivate
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the account) but not be able to do so. On the other hand, a respondent who

feels in control of her or his own usage, indicated by lower responses on

these items, would lack that impetus to consider leaving the site.

2.3.3.18 Privacy and Prior Use

We find strong associations between each of the privacy-oriented ques-

tions and prior use. An effect also occurs for age, where older respondents

are more likely to be prior users. This relationship may also be privacy re-

lated, as some work has linked older age with greater privacy concern

[nonuse21].

This finding comes as somewhat surprising. Intuitively, one might expect

that people who change their privacy settings would be more comfortable

with using Facebook since they have greater control over their privacy. In-

stead, we suggest that these individuals may be more sensitive to privacy

issues, as well as the frequent changes in Facebooks privacy policy and de-

fault settings [nonuse2, nonuse3]. This combined increased sensitivity to

and awareness of privacy-related aspects is associated with an increased

probability that the respondent permanently deleted her or his Facebook

account.

2.3.3.19 Discussion

The results above show, on a higher level, that different forms of non/use

are best predicted by different factors. This result empirically confirms the

argument presented in the introduction and provides this chapters core

contribution. This discussion section focuses primarily on how the above

results align with, or in some cases differ from, prior work.
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Factor Current Reluctant Partial Prior

Intensity
(FBI)

+ + - (exp +/-) -

Addiction
(BFAS)

+/- (no exp) + +/- +/-

Privacy - +/- (no exp) + (exp +/-) + (exp +/-)
Age - + (no exp) + +
Demographics +/- (exp +) + (no exp) + (no exp) +/- (no exp)

Table 2.5: Comparison between results presented above and expectations
drawn from prior work (cf. Table 2.1, which presented our ex-
pectations based on prior work). For each pair of predictor type
and non/use type (i.e., each cell), + indicates increased proba-
bility, - indicates decreased probability, and +/- indicates differ-
ent impacts from different items within the predictor construct.
Cells highlighted with bold text indicate where our results fill
a gap, because prior work provided no expectation. Cells high-
lighted with italicized text indicate where our results differ from
expectations based on prior work, which are listed in parenthe-
ses.

Table 2.5 summarizes this comparison between our results and prior work,

also addressing our four research questions about how each of Facebook

intensity [nonuse25], Facebook addiction [nonuse10], privacy behaviors

and experiences [conc19, conc23, nonuse55], and demographics differ-

ently impact various types of non/use. The structure parallels that of Ta-

ble 2.1, which described expectations of how each predictor would influ-

ence the probability of a respondent belonging to each class of non/user.

Table 2.5 emphasizes where this chapter fills a gap, because the literature

provided no expectation, as well as where our findings differ from expec-

tations based on prior work.

To some extent, Figures 2.2, 2.3 & 2.4 simplify the results slightly. For

instance, not all elements of the FBI or BFAS had the same impact. Some
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items on the BFAS predicted increased probability of being a current user,

while others predicted decreased probability; this variability is denoted by

+/- in the figures. Overall, though, many of these results build on prior

work to provide interesting and important contributions, four of which

we discuss here.

First, several previous studies have linked privacy concerns with non-

use [nonuse17, nonuse48, nonuse53, nonuse54], though that link varies

in strength [conc1]. Our findings suggest the strongest link between pri-

vacy and prior use; that is, people familiar with Facebooks privacy settings

or who had privacy or regret-related experiences were far more likely to

have permanently deleted their account. This permanent deletion (rather

than, say, reluctant or partial use) calls to mind the distinction between

privacy fundamentalists, who are more likely to take action to assuage

their privacy concerns, and privacy pragmatists, who are willing to adapt

to the privacy options available to them [nonuse34]. Previous work has

also shown that older individuals are more likely to be privacy fundamen-

talists [nonuse21], which aligns with our finding that higher age increased

the probability of prior use. These results add important nuance to our un-

derstanding of the relationship between privacy concerns or experiences

and non/use, showing that they influence some types of non/use more

than others.

Second, our results about routine use both align with and extend previous

findings. Prior work has suggested that those who use social media out

of habit or routine may be more likely to return [nonuse16, nonuse52].

Our results build on that finding, showing that habitual use of Facebook

reduces the probability that an individual will leave the site in the first
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place.

Third, our results help illuminate more detail about the link between ad-

diction and social media use. Arguably, behavioral addictions differ from

substance dependence in various ways, e.g., a person who quits Face-

book does not get the shakes or become physically ill [nonuse43]. Thus,

it may be more accurate to compare social media use with impulse con-

trol disorders [nonuse27], such as pathological gambling or kleptomania

[nonuse28], than with chemical substance dependence. Given the debate

over the rhetorical framing of social media addiction [nonuse10, nonuse43,

nonuse30, nonuse4], future work should examine social media non/users

descriptions of their own experiences to determine what elements of ad-

diction are present and which aspects are absent.

Finally, our results showed that three relationships differed notably from

expectations based on prior work. First, prior literature provides mixed

expectations about the relationship between FBI and partial use. Our re-

sults, however, showed a negative relationship: increased Facebook in-

tensity was associated with decreased probability of partial use. Second,

mixed expectations also arose for the impacts of privacy on partial and

prior use. Privacy is often cited as a concern among those who leave

Facebook, but users who change their privacy settings may feel more in

control and thus more comfortable staying on the site. Our findings dis-

credit the latter account. Respondents who were familiar with or changed

their privacy settings were far more likely to have left the site. Thus,

changes in privacy settings may, for the reasons noted above, reflect in-

creased concern, and a sense of decreased control, over privacy. Third,

our only expectations about socio-economic status came from Hargittais
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(2008) [nonuse29] work. She found college students more likely to use

Facebook if their parents had a college education, which can be interpreted

as a proxy for SES. Our results show a mixed effect for SES, where a re-

spondents income slightly increased the probability of current use, but

education level slightly decreased the probability of current use and in-

creased the probability of reluctant use. The effect may indicate differ-

ences or limitations in terms of who is able (and not able) to avoid using

Facebook.That is, individuals with less education and less connection to

institutionalized advantages might have greater need for the social cap-

ital that staying connected via Facebook can provide [nonuse25]. Alter-

natively, education could be a proxy for student status, where those who

do not have a college degree are more likely currently students. In this

case, the effect observed may indicate that individuals who are currently

students are less likely to have considered leaving Facebook.

2.3.3.20 Limitations

Two major limitations should be taken into account: methodological and

conceptual. First, our sample is not only relatively large for the type of

analysis conducted here (sample of 515 respondents, N = 379 for the main

analysis) but is also demographically representative, at least as much as

can be guaranteed by Qualtrics sampling procedures. However, a proba-

bilistic sample using, say, random digit dialing may technically guarantee

better representativity. That said, the validation of our model against a

convenience sample improves our belief that the results should generalize

to other similar populations.

Relatedly, the model presented above offers the best, most valid model
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possible under the circumstances. Researchers with access to thousands,

or even millions, of users of Facebook or other social users may be able to

collect data not only of a greater volume but also of a different kind. This

survey relied entirely on self-report; additional insights might be gained

by collecting, e.g., Facebook usage data, such as frequency and duration

of use, number of friends, patterns of interaction, etc. Furthermore, differ-

ent types of modeling approaches, such as decision trees, random forests,

multi-class support vector machines, and other more sophisticated models

may add greater precision to the results. Similarly, more detailed model

diagnostics, such as close attention to patterns in false positives and false

negatives, may assist in developing a more refined model.

Second, our survey did not ask explicitly about volitionality. That is, we do

not know whether respondents felt that their non/use Facebook was their

own choice. Most recent work has focused on instances of volitional non-

use, where an individual makes a willful choice to forgo use of a commu-

nication technology [nonuse16, nonuse45, nonuse50, nonuse52, nonuse53,

nonuse54]. However, others [nonuse15, nonuse51] have highlighted the

importance of analyzing situations where the individual may feel that

s/he does not have a choice about her or his own technology use. Such

non-volitionality may stem from socioeconomic disparities [nonuse29];

from disenfranchisement [nonuse51] due to infrastructural, economic, or

other limitations [nonuse60]; from institutional constraints, pressures, or

obligations [nonuse17]; or from other sources. Our results about whether

a user has considered leaving the site, which we call reluctant use, sug-

gest that volitional and non volitional situations may differ in other, more

nuanced ways.
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2.3.3.21 Conclusion

Future work should examine empirically the relationship between voli-

tionality and non/use [nonuse15, nonuse59]. This point includes both sit-

uations where various factors prevent an individual from using a technol-

ogy [nonuse29, nonuse60], as well as those where an individual feels com-

pelled or even forced to use a technology potentially against her or his will,

such as due to scholastic or professional obligations [nonuse16, nonuse17].

Recent computational developments also open numerous intriguing lines

of inquiry [nonuse38]. For instance, one could analyze not only a sample

from Facebook but the entire Facebook social graph ([nonuse12]). Com-

bined with a history of account deactivation and techniques that infer in-

dividual traits based on social media data ([nonuse33]), one could conceiv-

ably conduct a study similar to that presented here but encompassing the

entirety of Facebook or other similar social networking platforms. What

remains to be seen, though, is whether those who have ownership of or

access to such data would believe that conducting such an analysis or,

moreover, disseminating its results would serve their own best interests.

In conclusion, the results presented here suggest that we should not,

and perhaps cannot, treat technology use and non-use as a clear, bi-

nary distinction. While others have previously made such assertions

[nonuse15, nonuse17, nonuse37, nonuse53], the results present here em-

pirically validate that claim. This chapter uses a combination of temporal-

ity (current vs. prior use) and the technical mechanisms of non/use (deac-

tivation vs. deletion) to identify different types of non/users. Future work

that incorporates other factors, such as volitionality, can provide deeper

insights into why different kinds of social interaction and communication
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are, and are not, computationally mediated.
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CHAPTER 3

IMPRESSION MANAGEMENT

3.1 Introduction

As GPS-enabled mobile devices become ubiquitous, applications using lo-

cation information have proliferated as well [mobilehci22]. Location in-

formation can be used, for example, to recommend nearby points of in-

terest [mobilehci21], provide directions [ubicomp7, cscw23], or to facil-

itate social coordination among groups of friends [ubicomp7]. Facilita-

tion of social activities and coordination is one of the key motives driv-

ing development of recent location-based social network (LBSN) systems

[ubicomp7, cscw23]. These systems allow users to share their current loca-

tion with others; typically via mechanisms that assign recognizable names

(e.g., Starbucks, My House) to GPS coordinates and allows users to check

in to them.

One persistent question in exploring the use of LBSNs and location-based

services in general has been one of privacy. Many users initially resisted

sharing location information (and quite a few still do) [conc4, mobilehci7],

and researchers have sought to understand peoples motives for shar-

ing location [mobilehci7, cscw23, mobilehci30], the circumstances un-

der which they are willing to share [conc4], and with whom they share

[conc4, mobilehci7, ubicomp7, cscw23].

One motive that has surfaced repeatedly in these studies but has not been

systematically explored is impression management [mobilehci15]. Cramer

et al. [ubicomp7] found that some LBSN users are concerned about what
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others will think of them when they disclose that they have visited a par-

ticular location. They found that emergent social norms in foursquare sug-

gest a shift from privacy as a dominant concern to more performative con-

siderations of audience reaction.

Thus, a primary focus on privacy as a main user concern for at least

some types of LBSNs may not be most appropriate. Emerging evidence

[ubicomp7, cscw23, mobilehci30] suggests that within known groups of

contacts, users are concerned less with the fact that others can access their

location than with what their friends will think of them for having checked

in a certain location. That is, they are concerned about the role of location

in managing and forming impressions.

In this chapter, we present, in contrast to the prevailing focus on privacy

in location sharing, an account from the results from an interview study

of foursquare, a popular LBSN. We asked about factors people consider

in checking into places and in viewing others location information, with a

specific focus in analysis on how these behaviors are related to concerns

about the visibility of behavior and managing impressions.

Using this approach yields several novel results. First, peoples decisions

around sharing location depend not just on who can see their location but

also on their perceptions of how visible the check-in is and how public the

venue is. Second, these factors create a sense of blurring boundaries be-

tween public and private venues and initiate tensions in the LBSN friend

network, which have subsequent, temporal impacts on impression forma-

tion and management. Third, we introduce the concept of check-in tran-

sience and argue that the last check-in (being the most visible one, often

for significant time periods) can contribute to impressions in a greater ca-
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pacity than the cumulative sum of previous check-ins.

3.2 Background & Related Work

In this section we discuss prior work related to the use and disclosure of

location information and the potential role of this information in impres-

sion management and formation.

3.2.1 Location Disclosure: Visibility, Places and Impres-

sions

An issue that emerges repeatedly in discussions of SNS is privacy and

the regulation of information flows or appropriate disclosure of informa-

tion [cscw5]. Privacy has been recently conceptualized by Nissenbaum

[conc21] as a context specific regulation of information flows. Where con-

text was historically dictated by physical and architectural constraints on

the flow of information, SNS and LBSNs enable the easy and rapid sharing

of information beyond the boundaries of any one physical or geographic

context. This forces users of these systems to constantly make decisions

about what information to share. We argue that in LBSNs, one key motive

for disclosing (or withholding) location is users desire to manage others

impressions of them.

Goffmans theory of impression management [mobilehci15] provides an

important and useful framework for considering these decisions. He uses

a dramaturgical metaphor to distinguish between frontstage - a cultivated
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public and social persona and a backstage - a private self, about which few

details may be fully disclosed.

Goffman builds on this [mobilehci14] by defining the notion of the pub-

lic place as one in which behaviors are visible to others (the audience, to

further the dramaturgical metaphor) and where there is a set of norms

for appropriate behavior.Impression management in a public setting de-

pends on the nature of the public place, what one is doing and the au-

dience present in that space. Visibility of actions then, is a key aspect of

impression management especially in conjunction with the idea of a pub-

lic place.

In recent years, impression management theories by Goffman and oth-

ers have been applied to study of SNS. Bloggers, for example, appreci-

ated site customization tools that allowed them to cultivate a particular

impression [mobilehci32]. Others (e.g., [mobilehci10, mobilehci24]) have

observed that users develop unique strategies for managing interaction

within and between different social groups on SNS such as Facebook.

In addition to managing flows of information to different groups of online

contacts, affiliation with particular individuals and groups can also influ-

ence others impressions of SNS users. Donath and boyd [mobilehci9], for

example, suggested that public displays of connection are important sig-

nals of individual identity that help people navigate their extended net-

work and validate identity information in profiles.

Some other thinking around spatiality [mobilehci17] has expanded the

idea of a place from a physical structure in a built environment to a me-

dia space or a cultural activity. Harrison and Dourish [mobilehci17] opine

that there is a distinction between a place and a space in that places frame
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appropriate behavior and have social meaning. Thus, a deeper under-

standing of visible actions in a public place in the context of LBSNs and

impression management could add meaningful knowledge about the na-

tures of places and spaces.

LBSNs are a type of SNS where users check in or disclose their physi-

cal location to other users [cscw23]. Barkhuus et al. [cscw6] found that

users in a location sharing system called Connecto considered where their

friends were as an important motivator for using the system to socially

engage with them. Additional recent work in this area has looked at deci-

sions around location disclosure through the lens of privacy [mobilehci12].

However, we argue that these decisions can also be usefully viewed from

the perspective of impression management in public places. For instance,

Giuliani [mobilehci13] suggests that affiliation or emotional engagement

with locations, sometimes expressed via a visible presence at those loca-

tions, can signify who a person is or wants to be [mobilehci13].

Consistent with this, others [ubicomp7, cscw23] have studied emerging

norms in foursquare and found that users consider their potential audi-

ence in deciding whether to check in to a location. They also tend to

adopt different roles for their different audiences. By suggesting impres-

sion management as one motivator, these prior studies set the stage for a

deeper exploration of what other underlying processes drive management

and formation of impressions in LBSNs.

Summarizing the above discussion, it is clear that users of SNS and, more

recently, LBSNs consider their audience in deciding whether or not to dis-

close information to their networks. It is further clear that affiliation with

or presence at particular locations can play a role in constructing a par-
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ticular impression. We do not have a good understanding, however, of

the circumstances and strategies that surround decisions about location

sharing in LBSNs, and how this plays into impression management. We

therefore ask:

RQ1: How does the visibility of disclosures affect LBSN users decisions

about whether or not to check in to particular locations?

3.2.2 Location Disclosure: Visibility, Audiences and Ten-

sions

Another issue that arises often in discussions of LBSNs and visibility of

actions in public places is the potential audience to which a users behav-

ior and interactions are visible. Location disclosure in a LBSN [cscw23] is

an action visible by default to their entire set of contacts. It would there-

fore be useful to study how such disclosures may affect relationships with

these audiences and how these audiences form impressions based on these

visible actions.

Many factors have been found to influence impression formation in

online and face-to-face contexts such as gender and racial stereotypes

[mobilehci20]. Lee et al. [mobilehci24] found that the quality and quantity

of information that a user receives about another user affects the overall

impression formed, but there is some evidence that not all information is

equally important. Lampe et al. [mobilehci23] found, for example, that

certain elements of SNS profiles were more important than others. More-

over, consistent with Walthers hyperpersonal model [mobilehci33], the ab-

sence of information in profiles can lead to exaggerated or inaccurate im-
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pressions [cscw23].

Location has also been shown to influence impression formation. Liu &

Donath [mobilehci26] built a wearable prototype of a bag that displayed

fashion signals. This helped observers form nascent impressions of the

bag wearer, which were often affected by the wearers location. While the

influence of location sharing on impression formation has not been stud-

ied extensively, Reilly et al. [cscw35] did find that the interpretation of

shared locations can vary substantially with context. For instance, sharing

that one is in the office on Monday will likely be interpreted differently

than the same information late on a Saturday night.

Sharing locations and other information on SNS has also been influenced

by concerns about audience and visibility. In tagging Flickr images, for

example, people are conscious of the audience to whom they thought the

images would be visible to [mobilehci2]. Recent work [mobilehci30] has

found that peoples decisions to share location depends upon specific audi-

ences like family, friends or significant others. This is similar to early work

on LBSNs where Humphreys [cscw17, cscw18] found that LBSN users had

two different audiences an inner circle of close friends and family and an

outer circle of acquaintances. She suggested that in these contexts, public

places become spaces around which existing social relationships evolve.

In a foursquare study, Patil et al. [cscw32] found that more than one quar-

ter of their participants expressed regret over having shared location usu-

ally based upon some subsequent tension with a friend. The authors con-

clude by relating these regrets to undesired social concerns and privacy.

In summarizing the above discussion, we find evidence of tensions be-

tween audiences in social media and also in LBSNs. What needs to be
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understood in greater detail is how the relationship between visibility of

actions in LBSNs and audience tensions affect impression formation and

management. This leads us to our second research question:

RQ2: How does the visibility of disclosures to different potential audi-

ences affect LBSN users decisions about location disclosure on LBSN?

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 Research Context and Terminology

We conducted an interview study with users of foursquare [ubicomp1],

a location based social networking app where users check in to locations

via a smartphone. This location is then visible to the users foursquare

network, and can also be made visible via other SNS such as Facebook

or Twitter. Prior work has shown that people use foursquare for differ-

ent purposes such as social coordination and connecting with friends; and

that the system employs incentive mechanisms such as location-specific

achievements (e.g., badges, discounts and mayorships) for those who

check in frequently at specific places and a point system to motivate users

[cscw23]. We selected foursquare because it is the most popular (in terms

of membership) LBSN, with 20 million registered users [ubicomp1]. We

felt that focusing on one popular site would make it easier to find partici-

pants and capture emerging norms and motivations.

The main functions on foursquare are checking in and viewing the most

recent location (no history is provided) of ones contacts. To check in, users

select from a list of pre-defined nearby locations (e.g., coffee shops, bars,
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stores, homes, parks, etc.) that are shown based on the phones current GPS

coordinates. Importantly, it is possible to fake ones location by checking in

to nearby locations that appear as options based on relative GPS position,

but do not reflect actual location (e.g., checking in to a place further down

the street). We refer to any public check-in on foursquare as an act of

location disclosure.

We use several additional terms throughout the chapter to describe be-

havior and locations, which we define here. First, while behavior is nearly

always theoretically visible in a literal sense (except perhaps in the dark or

around the visually impaired), we consider an individuals behavior to be

visible to others if it is easily discernible by people not actively involved

in the individuals current activity. We consider a space to be public if one

does not require an explicit invitation to be there, and private if an invi-

tation of some sort is required. Thus, we would consider a conversation

between two people alone in a bedroom to be an activity that is not visible

to others, and occurring in a private space. The same conversation in a

coffee shop would be visible and in a public space.

3.3.2 Participants

Participants were recruited for this study using a number of different tech-

niques. Initially, flyers were posted around the campus of a university in

the northeastern United States, recruitment emails were sent to various

mailing lists at the university, an advertisement was setup in the univer-

sitys web based human participant recruitment system and existing con-

tacts were also spoken to. In addition, participants were also recruited via
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snowball sampling. All participants were compensated with ten dollars in

cash or by credit for appropriate courses.

Thirty people participated in this study between the time period January

2012 and April 2012 (16 female, 14 male). These included sixteen under-

graduates, eight PhD students and six students in a professional masters

degree program. We interviewed until there was significant repetition in

what our participants were telling us, suggesting that we had reached at

least preliminary theoretical saturation for the population being studied.

This is consistent with [mobilehci11, mobilehci27] who suggest sample

sizes ranging from 12 - 30.

3.3.3 Procedure

Participants participated in semi-structured interviews conducted by the

first author in person in a private office or conference room. Every partic-

ipant also completed a post-interview survey, which included questions

about basic demographic information (age, sex), basic foursquare usage

information (check-ins, badges, mayorships) taken directly from the par-

ticipants phone and several 5-point Likert-type questions which asked

the participants generally about how they feel about location sharing and

foursquare.

The interview protocol was constructed before the start of the study, but

iteratively refined through discussion by the authors as well as through

several pilot interviews not included in the reported data. However, the

set of questions remained relatively constant throughout the entire pro-

cess. As the interviews were semi-structured, the order of questions was
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sometimes adjusted to fit the participant and the nature of the conversa-

tion. Interviewees were asked about their usage of LBSN platforms, when,

how and why they did so, how they decided where to check-in (or not to

check-in), and their feelings and emotions towards various actions in this

LBSN platform. Interviewees were also asked to provide specific exam-

ples when the interviewer noticed instances of impression management

strategies.

3.3.4 Data Analysis

Interviews lasted between 24 and 51 minutes. The average interview was

39 minutes. All the interviews were audio recorded and fully transcribed

for analysis by the first author.

The data analysis process was directed by the authors re-search questions

and ideas. The first author closely read all the transcripts of the interviews

and made relevant notes. After discussion, the authors developed an open

coding scheme, which was guided by initial questions about impression

management and iteratively refined through coding and discussion. Tran-

scripts were annotated and a spread-sheet was used to identify themes in

the data.

3.4 Results

Participants described a wide range of practices in using foursquare and

sharing location. Most of them reported potential concerns about privacy

but at the same time also mentioned that their foursquare friends were
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only people whom they knew and had met in real life. This meant that par-

ticipants privacy concerns were less about possible threats from strangers

gleaning information about them, and more concerned with what infor-

mation they wanted their foursquare contacts to see and when. We were

struck by a seeming paradox in what our participants told us. On the one

hand, participants said their foursquare contacts were known friends, so

were generally not concerned with the idea of sharing location with these

people. At the same time, though, participants described many scenarios

in which location sharing in these known relationships did matter a great

deal. As we analyzed the data, we noticed three key themes in our results,

which are the organizing principles for this section of the chapter.

3.4.1 Foursquare Alters Visibility of Behavior

One key theme that emerged in our data was that foursquare changes the

way that participants think about the visibility of their behavior, and the

public versus private nature of places. Despite saying frequently that they

did not care about sharing their location with friends, for example, most

participants acknowledged that they did not disclose all of the locations

they visited by checking in on foursquare. Instead they described con-

scious decisions about the ones they did choose to disclose. We refer to

this as selective location disclosure.

While foursquare enables users to hide check-ins via the private check-

in feature, most participants did not use this feature. They opted instead

simply to not check in at places they did not wish to disclose. Frequently,

their decisions around check-ins turned on whether or not they wanted
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others to see that they were in a particular place. For our purposes, what

was interesting in these decisions was participants perceptions of how

foursquare altered the visibility of their behavior, whether they were in

traditionally public or private spaces.

In describing her decision not to check in at her gym, for example, Liz, an

undergraduate student, said:

I dont check in to gyms because I dont want my friends knowing

when and where I work out. They might think that I think I am

too big and want to lose weight. They dont need to know about

all of that. If I want to lose weight, I dont want them knowing

about it. The gym is my private place even though it is real-

ly public. I suppose foursquare would prevent me from being

unseen there. I just want to lose myself among all the people

there but checking in would not help me there.

What is interesting here is that Liz understands that the gym is a public

place and her behavior there is visible to others whether she checks in or

not. At the same time, she is concerned about what her foursquare con-

tacts will think if they see that she has checked in there. In this way, it is

not just whether behavior is visible to others that mattered to our partici-

pants, but also who those others are. Thus, foursquare forces our partici-

pants to reconsider the visibility of their behavior even in public places, as

it can take already public behavior and render it visible to a different set

of people. We expand on this notion further in the next section, where we

discuss different audiences even within ones foursquare contacts.

In other cases, we saw evidence of foursquare taking behavior that is typ-
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ically not visible to others because it occurs in a private space like some-

bodys home, and rendering it visible to others who are not there. Tammy,

an undergraduate student reported:

I always check in to my friends apartment when I am there. I

dont care. I want to tell people where I am I am a social per-

son, people should know where I am. For me, my location is

not really private, its public and open to my social world I have

nothing to hide and nothing to be ashamed of.

In Tammys case, her visiting a friends apartment would not ordinarily be

visible to her other friends because it oc-curs within the privacy of that

apartment. With foursquare, the apartment is still private, but Tammys

presence there is visible and therefore known to her foursquare friends.

Thus, foursquare can take not-typically-visible behavior and make it visi-

ble to foursquare contacts.

A third way that foursquare alters the relationship between privacy and

visibility is that it can be used deliberately to make specific behaviors oc-

curring in a private space visible. Megan said that when she hosts parties

she sometimes uses foursquare to change the nature of behavior in her

own apartment to make it more visible, and make the space appear more

public than it typically would be:

I usually dont check in to my own apartment because it is my

own personal space and I dont want everyone knowing where I

am. But if there is a party at my place then I will check-in, create

tips and tag people. After all, it is a party at my place and I want

people to know it.
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Here, the party serves to make Megans apartment a quasi-public space in

that she wants people to come to her party. By making her own presence

there, which she usually opts not to share with others, visible and using

the tagging feature of foursquare to do the same for others, she draws at-

tention to the otherwise private space in ways that allow her to accomplish

the goal of a successful and well-attended party.

These three examples illustrate themes that emerged repeatedly in our re-

sults. Many participants described instances in which foursquare changed

the audience to which already visible or public behaviors were being dis-

played, or served to make traditionally private behavior more visible,

sometimes in service of transforming a private space into a temporarily

public or quasi-public space. Participants also described concerns about

different perceptions of their behavior even within their set of foursquare

contacts. This is the topic of the next section.

3.4.2 Visibility to Multiple Audiences Creates Tension

A second theme in our results was that, as foursquare altered the audi-

ences to which our participants behavior was visible, they had to be con-

scious of how their behavior might be perceived differently by different

people within their set of foursquare contacts. They described being very

conscious of this and had detailed strategies for accomplishing these im-

pression management goals.

As noted above, the visibility of behavior in real-world physical spaces is

constrained by features of the environment, such as architecture and dis-

tance. People sometimes exploit these constraints, as Liz does in the ex-
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ample above by choosing a gym where she is unlikely to run into friends

unexpectedly. As we noted above, however, foursquare blurs the bound-

aries between public and private by rendering behavior visible in novel

ways. Here we focus on how people manage the visibility of their behav-

ior to different potential audiences on foursquare.

Before discussing the details of participants strategies, however, we de-

scribe the different audiences they perceive on foursquare. One tension

that arose for our participants was between the visibility of check-ins to

commercial locations for verification purposes (i.e., retailers, restaurants,

etc.) and to ones foursquare friends. Many retailers, seeking to derive

value from the visibility of check-ins, offer promotions and specials to

those who check in at their locations. Several of our participants were in-

terested in these offers, but also concerned about what others might think

about them checking in at certain locations. Jill, an undergraduate student

says:

Rite Aid used to have a discount for checking in. But I dont

want my friends to see me checking in there. Its stupid. I used

to check-in somewhere else nearby as well. [immediately after

checking in to Rite Aid] I thought that my friends would not

notice.

Thus, Jill experienced tension between her objectives of using foursquare

to obtain discounts and using it as a social tool to cultivate a particular im-

pression for her friends, into which shopping at Rite-Aid, a US drugstore

chain, did not fit. Using the framework we presented above, this is a case

in which Rite-Aid offers Jill an incentive to check in be-cause it believes

that the visibility of Jills presence there can increase the stores appeal to
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others like her. Conscious of how her friends might perceive her check-

in there, however, Jill seeks to limit the visibility of her presence there by

checking in elsewhere immediately after getting her discount.

Another tension participants experienced was between different audi-

ences within their set of foursquare friends. Sometimes this tension was

between what behavior should be visible to family versus friend contacts.

Megan, an undergraduate, reports that her check-in strategy takes into ac-

count her fathers use of foursquare:

I usually dont check in to bars late at night because my dad is on

foursquare. I dont care about my friends knowing where I am

but I care about my family know-ing. I dont know whether he

[her dad] checks my four-square notifications or not but I dont

want to take that chance.

She goes on to mention that she would like to check in to every place

she visits but knowing that her father might see her at certain potentially

undesirable places prevented her from doing so. In this way, Megans be-

havior in an essentially public place is made visible to others, such as her

father, who would not ordinarily see her there, and who might form a

negative impression or be upset. This consideration forces her to alter her

behavior.

Amit, a graduate student from India, experienced a similar tension, but

his was between local friends and friends back in India. Amit described

an active social life in graduate school, but wanted his friends in India to

believe that he was working hard in the US. To avoid making behavior

visible that might run counter to this impression, he says:
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My friends shouldnt be allowed to think that I am not working

hard at [our university]. Indians are very competitive and my

friends back in India shouldnt be assuming that I am partying

here. But, I do party but when I do I only check-in to party places

on Fridays and Saturdays, basically, weekends. Even if I go out

on week-days, I dont [check in].

Amit is conscious moreover, of the impression he is making with the

places where he does opt to check in. He also says But I want to check

in to cool places when I am out. On one hand, he would like to check-in

to interesting locations. On the other hand, he does not want the visibility

of his behavior to lead to unfavorable impressions of his work habits. His

strategy is to check in only when he believes it will be perceived as socially

acceptable by his friends in India. He reasons, I dont think that my friends

would see any red flags if they saw me check in on weekends.

Importantly, both Amits and Megans situations would be quite different if

their family and friends were local, and there was some chance of seeing

them at the bars. It is the expansion of this usual range visibility that

causes the tension they experience.

One recurring concept from our findings was what we have defined as

check-in transience. We argue that a check-in, its visibility, the venue and the

audience are of interest only during the lifetime of that particular check-

in, which, in many cases is very short and changes rapidly. On the other

hand, the last check-in could also be long lasting and greatly visible during

periods of foursquare inactivity. Our results suggest that people have used

this to great effect in formulating different location-sharing decisions.

One strategy was to randomly check in to a location they are not actually
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visiting or remaining at for long. For instance, Jack, a graduate student

says: I will randomly check-in somewhere to throw off a person off my

scent. He goes on to say I feel like people may stalk me all the time so

sometimes, I should fool them. Jacks experience, and particularly the de-

sire to throw people off his scent, belies some underlying tensions that

users experience in using foursquare. Indeed, one might wonder why

Jack shares his location at all if he is concerned about the potential con-

sequences of others knowing where he is. It was clear, though, that he and

other participants did derive value from checking in at some locations, and

that this was one common strategy they used in impression management.

They did not, however, always want all of their contacts to know or see

where they were.

Another strategy was to use micro check-ins (defined previously) to spam

the notification system, with the goal of frustrating friends looking at their

notifications. This is possible because foursquare friends can only see a

users last check-in. Thus, multiple check-ins can provide cover for a user

looking to disguise her true location, but still appear active on the site.

Greta, an undergraduate student re-ports that she finds this a useful strat-

egy:

I mean, I am not lying. I am walking through the engi-neering

quad, the Statler bus stop, the naked man statue etc. Since I

have my iphone in my hand all the time, its easy to check-in.

My friends complain about my spam on their notification sys-

tem all the time but I think that it does not allow them to really

know where I am because if I am doing this, then they just stop

looking.
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Importantly, those who described employing this strategy do not do so all

the time. Instead, they only do so when they feel the need to hide their

true location. For instance Greta goes on to say that I feel as if I have to

take cover from my friends gazes sometimes sometimes, I dont want them

to know where I am. Then, I do this.

We also saw some evidence of outright deceptive behavior, such as check-

ing in to locations not actually being visited. For instance, Anthony, an

undergraduate reported:

Sometimes I will check-in to places where I am actually not at. I

dont want my friends to think that I am a geek for staying in the

dorm and studying on a weekend.

Clearly, Anthony cares about what his foursquare friends think about him

so much so that he takes steps to check in to locations he is not at to main-

tain an impression of him as a fun friend. Similarly, Jill, an undergraduate

student said:

If I am getting dinner at Pita Pit on a weekend [which is near her

apartment, to which she will return after din-ner], my first reac-

tion will be to check in. But, if I see that a friend has checked in to

a club downtown, I am not going to check-in. I may just check-

in to a restaurant next door. I dont want my friends to think I

am uncool or something. I mean, some of my close friends will

ob-viously know what I am doing but there are some people -

I dont want them to think I am a boring person who doesnt go

out who just stays in on a weekend, you know.
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Participants generally had two different types of friend groups on

foursquare. The first was a group of close friends and family and the

second consisted of acquaintances. We explored in the next theme how

location sharing and visible, public behavior affected these relationships.

3.4.3 Visible Behavior Affects Impressions and Behavior

As our participants reflected on the visibility of their own behavior in dif-

ferent places and to different audiences, it was clear in their descriptions

that another key factor was the likely impact of visibility on impressions

for a particular audience. This raises the question of how participants

assessed the likely impact of making behavior visible to particular audi-

ences.

In some cases, as we described above, this was relatively simple. These

were cases where there was already a strong relationship and a clear sense

of how others might feel, as with Megan and her father or Amit and his

friends in India. In other cases, though, impressions and relationships for

both our participants and their foursquare contacts were less stable (and

therefore more malleable); so impact on impres-sion was harder to predict

and required more active man-agement. For instance, Emily, a graduate

student reported:

I usually text with my close friends even if they are on

foursquare and I dont care about what they think about me I

mean, they already know me in real life much better than the

others but the others, maybe I dont want them knowing some-

thing about me I mean, I trust all of them on a basic level but
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some things about me, eve-ryone doesnt have to know.

This raises the question of what participants considered as they tried to

predict the impact of location disclosure on impression formation, and

how they themselves drew on this information in forming impressions

about others based on their visible behavior on foursquare.

Location clearly was a factor as participants formed impressions of others,

particularly when they knew little about those others. For instance, Maya,

an undergraduate student said:

I saw him check in at Gimme Coffee downtown and I thought

that he was such a total hipster. I mean, I go to Starbucks and its

where normal people go. Gimme is for coffee snobs or wannabe

hipsters.

Here, we see that Mayas feelings about a certain coffee shop play a role

in her judgments about a foursquare friend. Mayas feelings would clearly

have been different if she knew this person better, in that she would al-

ready have a sense of the type of person he was.

Another factor participants described was looking at the frequency of their

foursquare friends check-ins, sometimes regardless of the specific loca-

tions being shared. For in-stance, John, an undergraduate student said:

I look at her check-ins and I think that she checks in everywhere,

all the time. She is always outside. I mean, when does she study?

Does she study? Why is she al-ways eating out everyday? Cant

she cook?
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What is interesting in this example is that it shows how impressions can be

influenced by patterns of visible behavior, in addition to isolated instances.

Here this is evidenced in the combination of both the frequency of check-

ins and the general types of locations (i.e., an apparently large number of

restaurants), but not the specific places that affect Johns judgments.

Participants also described cases where others check-ins at particular lo-

cations surprised them, and caused them to up-date their impressions in

a positive way. This is an important point, as we have largely discussed

audience management considerations as ways to avoid being perceived in

a negative light. Julie, however, describes a case where she learned from

foursquare that she and a friend unexpectedly shared an interest in dance:

I saw him check in to [a gym on campus] and I was so surprised.

I thought, wait a minute, he doesnt do weights. Why the hell

is he in a gym? I commented on his check-in and he replied

back and said that he was at-tending a dance class. I was so

surprised. I didnt know that he danced because I love dancing

and I didnt think that he was a dancer. I thought that I knew

him well enough but apparently not. I signed up for the dance

class and started going with him [the] next week. [] Of course, I

checked in there with him every week. Why wouldnt I?

Similarly, Jane, a graduate student who was self-conscious about checking

in at her gym said (about a close friend):

She checked in once there [a tattoo studio] and I thought that if

a girl like her can check in there then I can also check in to my

gym.
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Prior to seeing the check-in, Jane did not associate her friend with visiting

tattoo studios. What is interesting here is not that Jane then felt comfort-

able checking in at tattoo studios, but rather that she saw the check-in as a

sign of her friends confidence. This confidence then served as inspiration

for her own impression management tactics, in that she was less worried

about possible negative perceptions associated with a gym check-in.

We also saw evidence of participants impressions of a person affecting

their impression of a place. Terry, an under-graduate, describes the effect

of seeing her friend check into a local independent coffee shop:

I remember seeing him check-in to [a local independent coffee

shop] all the time and I thought, thats a pretty cool place from

the tips and [the fact that] he is a pretty cool guy. I thought that

I should start taking my home-work there instead of Starbucks.

[] I visited there so much that I became the mayor of the place

replacing him.

From our standpoint what is interesting here is that the visibility of Ter-

rys friends behavior, combined with other information on foursquare (i.e.,

tips, etc.), that allows her to understand what type of people go to the in-

dependent cof-fee shop, without having to visit it. Thus, there is a sense

in which the extended visibility provided by foursquare ex-tends the tra-

ditional bounds of the coffee shop by allowing others to peek inside and

see who goes there.
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3.5 Discussion

We began with questions about the visibility of location information. The

first was what role visibility had in the decision of users to disclose loca-

tion and the second was about what impact visibility of these location dis-

closures had on the potential audiences and future decisions of the users.

Overall, we found that users have evolved different strategies for location

disclosure, and that disclosure decisions frequently considered visibility

and venue attributes that were responsible for initiating tensions in the

foursquare friend network.

3.5.1 Implications for Theory

We began with the assumption that location-sharing behavior might not

be fully explained within a privacy centric framework but also by consid-

ering impression management as a key factor. While analyzing the data,

we looked for ways to disprove this premise but instead found strong

sup-port in our results. Through careful reading and interpretation, we

concluded that selectively sharing location is often used as a strategy for

social signaling, usually for an underlying purpose. Therefore, a decision

to (not) share location will have multiple factors behind it and privacy is

only one of them. In our results, it becomes clear that impression manage-

ment is another important factor. We use this as a motivating guideline

to explain several specific theoretical implications that emerge from the

results.
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3.5.1.1 Blurring Boundaries: Visibility and Public Behavior

We refer to Goffmans framework [mobilehci15, mobilehci14, mobilehci16]

and consider his notions of public behavior, public relations and visibility

of public behavior as a framework for understanding how people make

decisions about self-presentation under the context of the public-ness of

their actions.

foursquare blurs boundaries between different contexts. On one hand,

foursquare can be considered an inherently frontstage technology in that

it is designed explicitly for revealing (i.e., placing on frontstage) location

information to selected others. At the same time, however, it can be used

in virtually any real-world location, including those in which backstage or

otherwise private behaviors may take place. In these cases, people may

simply choose not to check in, but even the absence of a frontstage check-

in by a habitual user over a time period when they would ordinarily check

in can be informative. Such an absence might lead to an impression that

backstage behaviors (i.e., studying on a Friday night) are taking place but

are not being shared. This is distinct, moreover, from absence at a real-

world frontstage place in that the audience is larger: one’s last foursquare

check-in is immediately visible to all friends.

On the other hand, foursquare also blurs the boundaries between public

and private places as defined by Goffman [mobilehci14]. Here, the visibil-

ity of exhibited or intended behavior becomes a key factor in subsequent

impression management. We argue that foursquare check-ins make possi-

bly private behavior visible to a larger, more public audience of foursquare

contacts, and the decision to not check in can make behavior that is pos-

sibly public (in that it occurs in a public place) seem more private by not
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rendering it visible to foursquare contacts.

Previous literature [ubicomp7, cscw23, mobilehci30] suggests that users

have multiple objectives and multiple roles. Our results add to this by

showing that participants often manipulated check-in in-formation to cre-

ate specific appearances. Our participants described a range of strategies

for balancing the visibility of their public behaviors and their intended ob-

jectives. These included, for example, micro check-ins or falsely checking

in at a random location, both of which make behavior visible, but leave

out the details or actual location. The implication here is evident. A cer-

tain brand of fuzziness has emerged in what behavior is considered public

or private or appropriate especially when mediated through the interface

of a mobile phone. This was true, for example, for Megan and Amit, who

both did not post when they were at bars. In Megans case, she did not

want her father to know what she was doing because he might judge it as

inappropriate. In Amits case, he did not want his friends at home in India

to think he wasnt working hard, which might also be seen as inappropri-

ate or counter normative. What is interesting in both of these cases is that

they were not concerned about the appropriateness or consequences of

going to the bar, which is a public and social behavior that would clearly

be visible by their local friends and others at the bar, but rather they were

concerned about the perceptions of distant others.

This suggests that the clear lines between private and public behaviors dis-

cussed in prior work are made fuzzier by the context collapse that often oc-

curs with social media [mobilehci6]. This fuzziness is further enhanced by

the public visibility afforded to check-ins at private locations. Users were

con-scious of the quasi-permanence of their check-ins and used strategies
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that were impression conscious. From an impres-sion management view,

this further suggests that even traces of behavior – often viewed as ac-

curate representations [mobilehci10] – are often manipulated by users to

create particular impressions.

3.5.1.2 Re-imagining Public Places: Audiences and Objectives

Our next question was about tension between multiple audiences and ob-

jectives. To address this question, we turn to the framework defined by

Harrison and Dourish [mobilehci17] around the nature of a place and a

space. They make a distinction between a virtual place and a space in

the built environment and then explain that social interactivity in a virtual

place is a cultural phenomenon. foursquare check-ins result in a trans-

formation of the physical venue into a cultural production of place where

the potential visibility of presence is a key factor in the tensions between

audiences, objectives and impressions.

The majority of our participants described this tension that in turn, af-

fects others impressions of the participants when behavior is visible to

them. There is an important implication here. Our participants reported

that their LBSN network usually consisted of relatively close friends and

family with whom there already exists a close, offline interpersonal rela-

tionship. We assumed initially that sharing location to people one already

knows well would not have much impact on impressions. This implies

that participants are using location sharing as a tool to supplement their

offline social goals and also suggests broadly that they will use any means

they possess for their social signaling objectives.
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3.5.1.3 Re-defining Spatial Practices: Relationships and Contexts

The previous implications raised the issues of visibility of public behavior

and tensions in audience considerations as prime motivators in the loca-

tion sharing decisions in a LBSN. Our third implication then deals with

how relation-ships and decisions around location sharing affected by the

visibility of activities in a LBSN.

Our results suggest that foursquare, by blurring boundaries and mak-

ing behaviors visible have contributed to this discussion. Participants

frequently report influencing and being influenced by visible behaviors

around a given location. One caveat here is that often the locations them-

selves are not of prime importance, but the social structures around visible

behavior in those locations are more important. For instance, Julie joined

a dance class with her friend and Terry started visiting a coffee shop her

friend frequented after seeing their check-ins.

In an earlier section, we have introduced the concept of check-in transience.

We have also shown how it is used to good effect by our participants in

making location-sharing decisions. These strategies differ wildly in na-

ture. Specifically, the examples of Jack, Greta and Anthony show that peo-

ple increasingly use the spatio-temporal importance of the last check-in as

a strategy to cultivate favor-able impressions of themselves to their social

network. This is a very good case for how people use a system mechanism

and subvert it for their particular, social reasons.

Summarizing this discussion, manual location sharing (at least for some

categories of users) has evolved to the point where it is being used as a tool

for nurturing impression management strategies. In this context, a check-
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in becomes less about sharing location to track venues or get special offers

[cscw23, mobilehci30] and more as a signal to achieve a social goal. On

the other hand, choosing not to share location becomes less about privacy

considerations [conc4] and more about intentionally currying favorable

impressions in a social network.

3.5.2 Implications for Design

We also considered several design implications as an out-come of the the-

oretical implications from this study.

3.5.2.1 Access Control by Location

One design implication that follows from our results is that people con-

sider not just their willingness to share their cur-rent location with certain

individuals (as other privacy approaches would suggest), but are also con-

cerned about the visibility of this act with different audiences and their

multiple objectives in using foursquare.

To address these many concerns and audiences, one useful alternative to

filters based on specific contacts or groups of contacts would be to allow

LBSN users to filter according to specific locations or general types of lo-

cations in combination with individual-based controls. One could, for ex-

ample, set a filter to avoid sharing locations identified on foursquare as

bars or clubs with parents or certain friends, but to share these with local

friends. One could also share coffee shops with any contact, but restrict

pharmacies or other potentially sensitive types of location. In the terms

used above, this would allow for a clearer specification of what types of
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spaces are public to all contacts, such that impressions could be more care-

fully managed for certain contacts. At the same time, though, the ability

to share all locations with, for example, local friends would allow for the

social coordination functionality that users value.

3.5.2.2 Selective Location Disclosure for Geographical Regions

Another of our results is that peoples impression management concerns

often related to what we have referred to as a blurring of boundaries be-

tween public and private spaces, and from a broadening of the visibility

afforded by local public spaces to render them visible to remote contacts as

in their use of location information to allow for sharing, for example, only

with users within (or outside of) a specified geographic distance from the

location. In this way, one could share certain activities only with local

friends or even only with remote contacts.

A second and related use of location could allow for the specification of ge-

ographic regions that one wishes or does not wish to share. Checking into

any place in certain neighborhoods, for example, could convey a particular

impression. Users could be permitted to identify these regions themselves

using a map interface, or to use shared specifications for certain popular

neighborhoods.

3.6 Limitations and Future Work

One limitation of this study is a limited population of participants, namely

undergraduate and graduate university students. We also asked partici-

pants specifically if their foursquare usage behavior was different in large
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cities, small college towns etc. Participants had varied responses roughly

equally divided among those who believed that their behavior differed

and those who believed that their behavior did not differ. We acknowl-

edge that behavior might be different in a more urban environment or in a

population with fewer students. However, we do believe that this inquiry

from a LBSN perspective provides a useful exploratory overview for oth-

ers interested in the theories of impressions, visible behavior and public

places.

This work also sets the stage for a range of future studies of impression

management and other behaviors in LBSNs. Specifically, we plan to study

impression management on LBSNs in other settings and among a broader

population, using both qualitative and quantitative survey methods, in

combination with users usage data from such LBSNs.

3.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, I presented an account of an interview study studying how

visibility and public behavior affect audience considerations and impres-

sion formation and management in LBSNs. This work builds specifically

on studies by Cramer et al. [ubicomp7] and Lindqvist et al. [cscw23],

which identified impression management as a factor but did not explore

strategies for maintaining these impressions via check-ins in a detailed

way. Our results suggest that visibility of behavior and the potential

public-ness of a venue are key factors in location sharing decisions. These

create tensions in the foursquare friend network that further affect impres-

sions and behaviors. We also introduce the idea of check-in transience to
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argue that the last check-in (and its visibility to the foursquare friend net-

work) affects impressions to a greater degree than the cumulative sum of

the previous check-ins. Participants evolved different strategies to deal

with these different aspects. The next logical step is to ascertain patterns

underlying how people actually look at their friends on LBSNs. I present

this in the subsequent chapter.
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CHAPTER 4

SOCIAL SURVEILLANCE

4.1 Introduction

Though Location Sharing Applications (LSAs) are far from novel, in the

past 10 years, the growing ubiquity of mobile phones, the proliferation

of ”smart” phones and the increasingly cheaper access to WiFi and GPS

signals have resulted in the sharp rise [conc27] in their development and

use, particularly in mobile devices.

We define LSAs with standard social networking features such as adding

friends, commenting, liking and tagging as location based social networks

(LBSNs) e.g. foursquare or Jiepang. We also distinguish between these

and other popular social networking sites (SNS) with geocoding features

(e.g. Facebook, Twitter) by postulating that actions on LBSNs always re-

volve around a location or venue whereas on other SNS, locations are not

the focal point. For the purpose of this work, we will concentrate on LB-

SNs with check-in type location sharing features because we believe that

the ability to (not) disclose location is paramount when examining privacy,

impressions or surveillance concerns.

There is a small, but growing body of HCI research that has looked at the

patterns and practices of modern LBSN users. Lindqvist et al. [cscw23]

reports that people have multiple reasons for using foursquare. Some of

these are social location sharing, personal location tracking, social gaming

and location discovery. Cramer et al. [ubicomp7] find emergent perfor-

mative aspects around locations, linked to audience management arising
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from sharing location on foursquare. Guha and Birnholtz [conc10] discov-

ered that users have different location sharing strategies involving decep-

tion, obfuscation etc. which, they argue is often used to manage offline

social goals and enhance social signals.Patil et al. [cscw32] found that pri-

vacy concerns have some influence on the adoption and continued usage

of LBSNs. These privacy considerations may have undesired social con-

sequences; may cause feelings of regret and grief but are also carefully

balanced against economic and personal attractions i.e. a check-in might

result in a discounted meal but could also have an unanticipated social

cost.

However, impression management and privacy are only two of many

potential perspectives to understand location disclosures. They take the

point of view of the person disclosing the location but do not adequately

inform us about the person viewing the location disclosures, which Trot-

tier [cscw42] recently theorized, can also be construed as social surveil-

lance by network ties.

A traditional understanding of surveillance is that of a vertical, rigid struc-

ture [cscw25] rooted in asymmetry and power politics. A contrarian posi-

tion [cscw3] maintains that in social networks, lateral surveillance a flat,

horizontal and amorphous system with opportunities for all social net-

work ties to surveil each other is perhaps more suited for empirical expla-

nation. In addition, two recent theoretical articles advocate for the par-

ticipatory and empowering [cscw2] and/or social and positive [conc19]

nature of lateral surveillance.

Homophily, or the propensity of similar users to connect together,

[cscw36] has been proposed as a theoretical framework to explain how
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people interact with their social network ties. Recently, homophily has

also been hypothesized to contribute to self-presentation [cscw37] on lo-

cation as a natural product of SNS surveillance. We asked ourselves: is

this divergent from homophily friendship networks? Is there any sort of

discourse around location surveillance?

Towards this effort, we conceptualized a surveillance network as a

weighted friendship network where edge weights represent net surveil-

lance activity between any two pairs of connected nodes. In the chap-

ter that follows, we present an account of the results of a mixed methods

study of 65 foursquare users, from which there are several novel findings.

First, we show that Gender and Race are significant predictors (with

strong effect sizes) of homophily in surveillance networks while Income

seems to be a significant predictor of homophily (with a weak effect size)

in friendship networks. We argue that this may be driven by the engender-

ment and/or the racial construction of location and may be a way to care-

fully cultivate impressions by group affiliation. Second, we discuss partic-

ipatory, social and collaborative interactions around location surveillance

and debate the value of positive surveillance. Third, we pose feedback and

social translucency as privacy-aware design features in supporting social

surveillance in LBSNs but also advocate for recent calls against mandatory

design implications in HCI based on participant design reflections

4.2 Background

The work reported in this chapter lies at the intersection of three areas of

prior work. First, we will describe existing human-centered research on
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LSAs focusing on behavioral patterns and practices. Second, we will illus-

trate current research on privacy-aware design in LSAs. Finally, we will

explore relevant literature on social networks concentrating on homophily,

privacy and surveillance theory.

4.2.1 Location Sharing: Behavioral Patterns and Practices

Systems that allow users to take advantage of location sharing or to

be aware of others location are not very new. Early systems include

the Active Badge [cscw44] in workplace settings and the Whereabouts

clock [cscw9] for family location awareness. Different groups of re-

searchers have tried to understand the motivations and practices of LSA

users. In an influential work, Consolvo et al. [ubicomp5] found that

users were mainly considerate of their specific audience when location

was requested from them. They would acquiesce to sharing location

if they felt it would be useful for that particular requester and adjust

the granularity of their disclosed location accordingly. They did not

find any evidence of location obfuscation strategies by their participants.

Humphreys [cscw17, cscw18, cscw19] conducted a study of Dodgeball

and concluded that its primary use was spontaneous coordination and

supporting serendipitous urban congregation. She also noted that most of

her participants were not bothered by privacy concerns - perhaps because

they were early adopters and heavy users.

Barkhuus et al. [cscw6] conducted a field trial of Connecto and found

that there was a gradual shift from location awareness to social interac-

tion around collaboratively curated sets of tagged locations. Smith et al.
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[cscw21] conducted a pilot study (n=8) of Reno and discovered that al-

though people favored automatic location disclosure significantly more

than manual location sharing there could be unexpected social costs. Loca-

tion disclosure provides a context aware approach to negotiating social re-

lations. Tang et al. [cscw40] and found that participants (n=10) had a range

of strategies for disclosing location mainly driven by privacy and atten-

tion seeking. This latter finding gives us an intuition into location sharing

- people want to be seen by their social networks. In a detailed question-

naire and diary study (n=10), Reilly et al. [cscw35] studied location infor-

mation need from the perspective of the viewer. They found that there

is usually a negotiation of interests around location - the sharer balances

her privacy concerns (and other social interests) against the receivers need

to know location and other associated information. Meanwhile, Page et

al. [ubicomp15] studied deception and lying in LSAs through interviews

(n=20) and a large survey (n=1532) and found that deception is a relatively

common tactic to negotiate online interpersonal and social boundaries but

that, this may backfire and have unexpected offline social consequences.

Recently, Lindqvist et al. [cscw23] conducted an exploratory study on

foursquare and found that people use foursquare with multiple interleav-

ing motives; foursquare could be used as a way for social location shar-

ing and discovery, movement gamification, spontaneous coordination, as

a personal diary or to take advantage of special offers and discounts.

Cramer et al. [ubicomp7] also studied foursquare and uncovered a shift

from just location sharing to a more performative aspect around location

disclosure. Guha and Birnholtz [conc10] reported on the results of a de-

tailed interview study (n=30) of foursquare users. They found that users
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had evolved detailed strategies for managing and forming impressions to

multiple audiences with multiple objectives based on the potential visi-

bility of their check-ins. Summarizing this set of literature, it is clear that

sharing location is not just a utilitarian objective but also serves as a nu-

anced way of managing impressions and furthering social goals. How-

ever, it is still an open question how people view and discuss the visibility

of others location disclosures.

4.2.2 Location Sharing: Privacy-Aware Design

Designing for privacy concerns has been a common topic in LSA research.

Iachello and Hong [cscw20] published a comprehensive survey of three

decades of privacy research in HCI. In recommending future directions,

they called for an expansion of research into understanding surveillance

systems from a human-centered perspective. One specific example they

used was the increasingly common usage of locator badges on nurses

in hospitals. Iachello et al. [cscw20] implemented Boise and suggested,

among others, denial, deception and evasion as LSA design features to

support privacy management and beat location surveillance. One system

actually built with these design principles is Locaccino, which was de-

ployed by Toch et al. [cscw41] (n1=28, n2=373); they found that people

shared locations frequented by larger numbers of other users; those who

visited diverse locations received more location requests and over time,

develop sophisticated strategies for location disclosure.

Brush et al. [cscw10] studied location obfuscation behavior of 12 house-

holds (n=32) using always-on GPS devices. Participants mainly wanted to
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obfuscate places that they frequented (home, work etc.) even from their

friends. Benisch et al. [cscw7] conducted a 3-week user study (n=27) and

found that more complex privacy settings were the most useful and led to

more sharing but also increased the users burden of privacy management.

In a similar vein, Tang et al. [cscw39] studied the effect of offering more

disclosure choices in LSAs (n=30). They found surprisingly, that users

did not mind the additional burden of adding location granularity fea-

tures even when presented with several different types of privacy filters.

This may lead to more sharing and less complicated privacy management

rules. Wilson et al. [cscw47] explored the impact of existing privacy pro-

files on location sharing with Locaccino (n=37) and concluded that (a) the

complexity and diversity of peoples privacy preferences creates a major

tension between privacy and usability and (b) privacy profiles can have

a substantial impact on a users behavior. Wiese et al. [ubicomp21] pre-

sented results (n=42), which indicated that stronger ties, communication

frequency and commonality in current locations influence the willingness

of location disclosures.

Patil et al. [cscw32] conducted a survey (n=362) to understand privacy

attitudes in LBSNs. They realized that privacy concerns in LBSNs are di-

rectly tied to future undesired social consequences. In another study, Patil

et al. [ubicomp16] (n=35) advocated feedback improvement for manag-

ing location disclosures. Tsai et al. [cscw43] used Locyotion, (n=56) to

understand the impact of location surveillance feedback on subsequent,

future location disclosures. Their main finding was that people want to

know who viewed them (but not necessarily the reverse) and they were

willing to sacrifice other system features to have this functionality. Boe-
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sen et al. [ubicomp4] conducted an ethnographic study on the impact of

location surveillance on strong ties, specifically within households (n=14).

They observed that while surveillance can support maintenance of strong

tie relationships, it might also have the detrimental effect of undermining

existing trust networks. Summarizing this section, we can infer that vari-

ous approaches (feedback, obfuscation, transparency etc.) exist to manage

privacy and surveillance concerns. Location disclosures are affected by tie

strength and the nature of relationship between users. What is unknown is

if these and other underlying social network factors also influence location

surveillance.

4.2.3 Social Networks: Surveillance, Homophily and Ties

Barkhuus [cscw5] called for reconsidering privacy as contextual integrity

a term coined by Nissenbaum [cscw29][31] who hypothesized that there

are norms of appropriateness and norms of information flow in social net-

works. Privacy is the optimization of negotiating these norms. Barkhuus

specifically makes a case for LSAs and writes, ”It is the dual pleasure of both

being able to expose ones self and being able to snoop on others private lives that

is at play here.” She advocates against mandatory design implications, as

they may not provide more than coarse generalizations for phenomena

already noted in theory.

The traditional construct [cscw25] of surveillance is hierarchical,vertical

and top down with distinct classes of surveillers and the surveilled.

Asymmetry and power politics are two salient characteristics of this struc-

ture. However, for social media, Andrejevic [cscw3] and Trottier [cscw42]
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have defined lateral surveillance and interpersonal social media surveillance;

these are horizontal, peer-to-peer surveillance systems where everyone

is equally capable of surveillance. However, they still retain the tradi-

tional connotation of negativity associated with surveillance. Albrecht-

slund [cscw2] framed SNS as participatory surveillance systems. He opines

that surveillance neednt always be punitive or asymmetrical but rather,

can act as an empowering catalyst for social sharing. This rests on the fun-

damental assumption that human beings want to be seen by others and

also want to see what others are up to. Recently, Marwick [conc19] has

also suggested the notion of social surveillance which is a similar construct

but also includes a sense of collaboration, sociability, positivity and inter-

action around visible personal information.

Homophily and peer influence are accepted [cscw4, cscw22, cscw28,

cscw36] as the main reasons behind tie formation and management. De

Souza e Silva & Frith [cscw37] propose the presentation of location; en-

capsulating how people manage impressions through location disclosure.

They postulate that this might encourage homophily, bonding and trust

among people. We also note that people frequently use different SNS plat-

forms with different audiences. Thus, tie management can suffer from

context collapse. For instance, partially overlapped but differing audi-

ences on Facebook and foursquare can complicate impression manage-

ment strategies. Lingel et al. discuss [cscw24] visibility of such conflicts

along with code switching strategies of users among different networks.

Summarizing this discussion, we find that there has been a shift in recent

frameworks of SNS surveillance. Homophily has been proposed as one

contributor towards spatial impression management. What is not clear
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yet, is its role on location surveillance. Moreover, we do not know yet if

there are negotiations, norms and interactions around visible acts of loca-

tion surveillance. We therefore ask:

RQ1: Do LBSN users view others similar to them? Is this different from

homophily in their friendship networks?

RQ2: Do LBSN users interact with each other around public displays of

location surveillance?

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Research Context and Terminology

We chose foursquare, a manual LBSN as our sandbox for interrogating

these research questions. Our primary motivation for this choice is that

foursquare is the largest and most popular LBSN [ubicomp1] (as of May

2014) with over 50 million unique users and 6 billion check-ins. Moreover,

the first author is a frequent user of foursquare and is deeply embedded

within the foursquare user community. We deemed this an advantage for

participant recruitment. A third reason for choosing foursquare is that,

unlike Facebook or Twitter which also have location tracking features,

foursquare is chiefly based around specific venues without much else in-

teractivity. Finally, there are no standard privacy management features,

which are usually available on other platforms such as access control lists

or location granularity settings. This is ideal for studying surveillance be-

cause the primary user interaction on foursquare is to simply make the de-

cision to (not) check-in. A detailed description [ubicomp1] of foursquare
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features mentioned in Table 1 can be found freely online.

Our intended analytic approach was to test for homophily and compare

between friendship and surveillance networks. To do this, we needed a

fully connected network. In the context of our research study, this is de-

fined as a social network where nodes represent people and ties represent

their connections (via foursquare friendships). Fully connected refers to

the fact that all the nodes in the network are connected to at least one other

node and that, there exists at least one path from one node to every other

node. Our choice of participant recruitment reflects this since we needed

participants who were connected to each other to test for homophily and

non-connected participants would not contribute to the homophily test-

ing process. We followed the comparative approach described by Yuan

and Gay [cscw48] to test for homophily between two networks.

For the purpose of this work, we define two networks a friendship net-

work and a surveillance network. The friendship network is where the

edges between the nodes are weighted by the mean of the self-reported

tie strength rating. The surveillance network is where the edges between

the nodes are weighted by the mean of the surveillance activity between

them. The calculations of the weighting variables are defined in the Vari-

ables and Measurements section.

4.3.2 Data Collection

Data was collected along multiple dimensions. First, users were asked

to complete an online consent form that included a series of basic demo-

graphic questions. Next, they had to explicitly grant the research team
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access to their foursquare data using a custom-built web application that

communicated with the foursquare API. Unlike the APIs of many other

platforms, developers need explicit permission from foursquare users to

get access to their complete usage data. Users also had to download and

install a simple custom-built mobile phone application (integrated with

our custom foursquare data gathering application), which detected when

users viewed their friends check-ins through touch events and sent this

information to our servers periodically. This was deployed because the

foursquare API does not provide a summary of views for each check-

in and was built for Android and iOS users. Finally, we also conducted

follow-up semi-structured interviews and debriefing sessions with all our

users both, in person as well as via Skype. Here, we also asked the users to

rate the strength of their friendship with foursquare friends (those whose

data we collected) on a scale of 1-10.

4.3.3 Participant Recruitment

We utilized convenience and snowball sampling using social media (such

as Facebook and twitter) and personal contacts to collect data about 65

participants (34 male, 31 female). We collected their entire foursquare us-

age history as well as a summary of views on their friends check-ins from

May 2013 - January 2014. (9 months) Table 4.1 describes the overall char-

acteristics of our participants. Our participants represent fifteen different

countries including, but not limited to United States, Canada, India, In-

donesia,Bangladesh, United Kingdom, Finland, Brazil and South Africa in

decreasing frequency. Our participants included frequent as well as sparse

users of foursquare indicated by the number of average daily check-ins.
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4.3.4 Variables and Measurements

One of our primary challenges was to quantify surveillance activity. In

the foursquare mobile application, users can visit their friends check-ins

by navigating to it within the application. This generates a touch event

within the application. We use each such touch event as a proxy for a

view on a check-in.

For each pair of participants, µ1 and µ2 (when µ1 is the focus), we calculate

the total number of times µ1 views any of µ2’s check-ins. We divide this

by the total number of unique µ2’s check-ins. This gives us an overall

sense of how often µ1 looks at µ2’s location disclosures. Let us call this

τ12. Symmetrically, we can also derive τ21. The arithmetic mean of τ12 and

τ21 is the weight for the tie between µ1 and µ2 and gives us a sense of net

surveillance activity between these two nodes.

For each pair of participants in the friendship network, µ1 and µ2, we cal-

culated the arithmetic mean of their self-reported tie strengths for each

other. This is the weight for the edge between µ1 and µ2 and represents

an overall sense of the average tie strength between any two nodes. The

Pearson correlation metric of tie strength between two pairs of nodes is

0.87 indicating a high level of agreement and the mean was 7.83 hinting

towards perceived strong ties

We selected 5 variables to test for homophily. Our primary motiva-

tion for choosing these particular categories comes from prior literature

[cscw22, cscw28, cscw36][24,30,38] on network homophily. Age and In-

come categories were divided into approximately equal sized buckets. We

adapted Race and Occupation categories from the US Census classifica-
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Variables Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation

Check-in views 153 1012 443.8 193.13
Total check-ins 137 19435 1556.4 2782.18

Friends 1 999 89.44 193.034
Mayorships 1 189 17.02 43.734

Badges 24 225 34.1 35.96
Tips 1 133 16.15 32.22

Photos 3 761 31.15 110.21
Age 20 61 33 3.3

Income 14400 156000 67000 19342.5

Table 4.1: Descriptive statistics summarizing participant foursquare usage
history and demographics

tion. Table 4.2 provides a description of the different levels and categories.

Variables Category Labels and Descriptions

Age 18-25 26-34 35-44 45-54 55-64
Gender Male Female

Race White African or Black
Asian (incl.

Indian subcont.)
Hispanic or

Latino
Mixed

Income 0-29999 30000-59999 60000-99999 100000-129999 130000+
Occupation Unemployed Student White Collar Blue Collar Self Employed

Table 4.2: Description of Homophily Variables

4.4 Results

4.4.1 Homophily Analysis

First, we calculated homophily measures for our network for all variables

using the weighted ANOVA density variable homophily model. This is a

standard model used in empirical social network analysis and was defined

by Hanneman and Riddle in 2005 [cscw16][18]. This model evaluates the

likelihood that the weighted density of ties within each group differs sig-
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nificantly from ties that are not within groups. We performed this analysis

by writing a customized script in R and making judicious use of the tnet

package [cscw30][32]. Table 4.3 contains the results of our analysis.

Friendship Network Surveillance Network

Variables Std. β Effect Size (ω2) Std. β Effect Size (ω2)
Gender 0.29 0.12 0.41** 0.53

Age 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.02
Race 0.24 0.2 0.44** 0.64

Income 0.41* 0.24 0.11 0.09
Occupation 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01
Adjusted rˆ2 0.43 0.56

* p <0.05 ** p <0.01

Table 4.3: Results of Homophily Analysis

Our results suggest that Gender and Race are significant predictors of ho-

mophily in the surveillance network. In the case of gender (β = 0.41, p <

0.01) we also noted a large effect size (ω2
= 0.53). This suggests that men

and women look significantly more at check-ins by their own gender. Sim-

ilarly, race (β = 0.44, p < 0.01) exhibits an even larger effect size (ω2
= 0.64)

suggesting that location surveillance is partitioned strongly along racial

lines.

In these types of network based ANOVA models, there is no standard

agreement on post-hoc tests as the covariance matrices are assumed

to be correlated with each other and the variables non-independent.

In spite of this, we conducted a post hoc Tukey HSD on Race be-

cause of its conservativeness and found significant differences between

[White|A f ricanorBlack](TukeyHS D=4.86,p < 0.01), [White|Asian](TukeyHS D =

5.13, p < 0.01) and [Asian|Hispanic](TukeyHS D = 5.02, p < 0.01). We urge
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readers to take these particular findings with a pinch of salt because of the

lack of statistical unanimity. However, this could imply a further degree

of difference among these racial constructs.

In the friendship network, Income (β = 0.38, p < 0.05) is the only signif-

icant predictor of homophily. However, it only demonstrated a modest

effect size (ω2
= 0.23) implying that while it is significant, the strength of

its importance is not very high as it pertains to homophily in this case.

We hypothesize that this effect exists, possibly because friends of the same

income level initially started using foursquare together and as time pro-

gressed, they started adding other friends from other groups and diluted

this affinity.

The main takeaway from this analysis is that, there is a significant dif-

ference between the friendship and surveillance network in terms of ho-

mophily. This highlights how latent networks reveal hidden trends about

social interactions that could otherwise not be easily measurable.

4.4.2 Analysis of Comments and Interviews

There were a total of 4278 comments on 2856 unique check-ins. About

73.8% of these comments were made by users belonging to a similar cat-

egory as that of the original user. We asked our participants questions

focused on privacy concerns, surveillance, commenting patterns and lo-

cation disclosure strategies. We also showed specific examples of their

comments and asked them to reflect on the reasons behind their comment.

The average interview length was 37 minutes and was transcribed man-

ually by the first author. We utilized grounded theory [cscw14] to ana-
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lyze comments and interview transcripts. We iterated through the data

seeking frequently occurring themes and concepts,gradually generalizing

trends after discussions. We report three main themes here. All partici-

pant names are changed but generally reflect their ethnicity, gender and

national origin.

4.4.2.1 Location Surveillance: Motivations and Strategies

Participants frequently mention that their foursquare network is different

from other SNS network. This has a lot to do with perceived surveillance.

For instance, Jack mentions his general friending strategy for foursquare:

I dont accept random friend requests on foursquare like I do on

Facebook. My foursquare friends I know all of them in real

life pretty well I dont want random stalking from people I dont

know but people, I know, thats fine.

However, this does not mean that there are no concerns at all about pri-

vacy and surveillance but rather, they might be substantially nuanced,

contextual and spatio-culturally dependent. Hao is conscious about pos-

sible conflict with his family in China:

I dont want my mother or father seeing me late night checkins

to a bar. They know I drink but they dont see that I also study a

lot. Thats not visible to them but most places [he visits] are fine.

Perceived visibility is one significant factor affecting location surveillance

concerns. Frequently, participants would comment on their friends check-

ins to make this explicit. For instance, John commented:
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Yo ! I just saw you check-in to Teagle [a gym] Wassup?

We followed up with John who remarked that he had never seen his friend

at that venue before and therefore was both surprised and curious to know

he was there.

We also specifically asked participants what would motivate them to look

at and/or comment on their friendscheck-ins. One frequent reason was

that they were curious about check-ins by friends to unexpected locations

or times. For example, Megan says:

Normally, I glance at all my friends check-ins when I go to check-

in myself but if I see them at some cool new venue or somewhere

I wouldnt expect them to be or go to then Ill go to that check-in

and at many times Ill either like it or write a comment on it as

well.

She comments on a friends ongoing date to an expensive restaurant some-

thing unexpected, which we learnt when we followed this comment up

while interviewing her.

Hows the boy? John Thomas [the venue] !! Good call !

Ping me if you want a rescue call - hope hes not on foursquare

to see this ! hahaha

Another reason is that most people were curious to see where friends with

similar interests check-in. This might give them ideas for future activities

other friends. For instance, George had the following to say about his

friend:
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My friend [name removed] and I lift weights together and do

other outdoorsy things together. I am always curious to see, es-

pecially if she is visiting someplace else if she is checking in to a

new trail or outdoors store or meeting up with other friends to

do fitness things. It gives me a good idea what I can expect to do

if I visit this place or if I can do something similar.

We also found evidence that participants had evolved different strategies

to deal with perceived location surveillance. These were, at many times,

conflated with impression management. The ability to not check-in be-

comes very important in these cases. Tim remarks:

Sometimes, if I dont want people to know I am somewhere, I just

wont check-in. I feel like even if its my best friend, he doesnt

need to know where I am and what I am doing at every point of

time I like my privacy sometime even though I am pretty active

on foursquare and check-in a lot during the day.

Some participants mentioned deceptive or obfuscating strategies in gam-

ing location surveillance, especially to ward off spontaneous social coor-

dination. Sarah says:

Ill check-in to a place nearby or something completely different

to where I am right now sometimes if I see that a friend is nearby.

I like to be alone sometimes but still want to track my location

generally. I have done with this with really good friends too.
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4.4.2.2 Location Surveillance: Interaction and Collaboration

Another persistent theme from our data is how two or more foursquare

friends will frequently comment, collaborate and coordinate about

surveilling a third friend and even have conversations with the latter

about their effort. For instance, Frank and Tim talk about observing the

a friend.

Frank: John went to more bars than you last night! :P

Tim: Yep ! 6 bars?

Frank: Mans having fun in NYC !

Tim: I checked out the places pretty expensive - I cant afford

that without help. :D :D

Frank: Rich gf [girlfriend]. :P

This is a very interesting example because of two reasons. First, both Frank

and Tim are friends with their common friend on foursquare. One peculiar

design mechanic of foursquare is that all friends can see all check-ins at

all times i.e. there are no access control lists or similar types of privacy-

preserving features. Therefore, potentially, their common friend can see

and react to this conversation. Second, this conversation is on Tims check-

in at a local bar and while initially being sparked by the type of venue that

Tim checked in to has actually little to do with it.

Playful interaction could also be mixed with more explicit and implicit an-

nouncements of surveillance and this interaction could take place across

a series of check-ins. Take for instance, a set of three comments on three

different and successive check-ins of a friend by Jane. The first is at an ice
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cream parlor; the second in a park and the third at an outdoor entertain-

ment venue, which includes a mini golf course.

Ice cream ! I want some right now !

I hate that I am working now and seeing everyone having fun.

[online on foursquare]

BTW, I am so totally stalking you right now. :P :P

It is evident from these comments that Jane is engaging in a sustained

communication about her surveillance (and associated offline social objec-

tives) with her friend across distinct check-ins. This one-way interactivity

is often extended to multi-party conversations. In one case, Tony and Jill

had interacted on a check-in to a tattoo studio.

Tony: heh. when this popped up i couldnt believe it looks like

someones getting inked !

Jill: And now you have witnesses to back this up !

Tony: Yeah ! give us monies or we will tell your boss !

It is clear that Tony and Jill have both observed their friends check-in to

a tattoo studio around the same time and signaled their inspection of this

check-in to him. Furthermore, the tone of their banter is lighthearted and

centers on making lighthearted fun of their friend.

We also observed instances of similar behavior where the participants

would tag the object of their conversation. There is a feature where mul-

tiple friends can be tagged in the comments section of a check-in. These

friends would then get a notification regarding this tag and can then os-

tensibly visit that check-in. Sometimes, these friends would respond to
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comments and create an interactive atmosphere of lighthearted repartees.

In one case, Stephanie tagged Olivia on Roberts check-in and bantered:

Stephanie: Running downtown are we?

Robert: grocery run + supplies!

Stephanie: you should have gone with Olivia [tagged] think she

spends 5 hours in Wegmans [a local grocery store]

Robert: I dont want to be late like her all the time

Olivia: Who said I am late?

Olivia: PS: Stop stalking me all the time you guys! :P

Stephanie: Cant help it. You are always late!

Robert: You said it sister!

Olivia: I am not always late! Dont trust foursquare. :P

Stephanie: Yeah right ! Dont you always checkin the moment

you enter a place? :P

Clearly, two of the three friends have been watching her activities on

foursquare as well as how and when she checks in when entering a new

place. This provides fodder for a fascinating conversation on her activities

and even provides an opportunity for the object of surveillance to chime

in and interact with her observers.

4.4.2.3 Location Surveillance: Design Reflections

We also asked participants questions about their experience with the cur-

rent foursquare platform and feedback for improving their own experi-

ence. There were two general trends from this discussion. First, some par-
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ticipants expressed interest in some privacy management features. Anna

expresses some frustration and suggests:

I feel like foursquare is sometimes too minimalistic. Its true

that random people cant stalk you like they can on facebook but

sometimes you want to hide stuff from your friends as well and I

think that having the ability to hide certain check-ins from some

people might be cool.

Meanwhile, some participants like Tina think that knowing who watched

whom or an implementation of a feedback system could be very useful for

foursquare users.

You know like Orkut had this thing where you could see which

people were visiting your profile. I think that if something like

that can be built here then we can have a better idea of who was

visiting our profile or check-ins. This can be something very

useful to foursquare users like me to know who is visiting your

profile.

However, there were a substantial number of participants who thought

that the current system worked well enough for their purposes. Specifi-

cally, Mary remarked:

I think that I am fine with how foursquare is currently. I like

being able to see what my friends are upto and also I filter who

I add on foursquare its always good friends I have like 800

Facebook friends but 25-ish friends on foursquare I dont mind

them knowing where I am. If its that big a deal, I just wont
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checkin somewhere there is no point in adding too many things.

I dont like Facebook for this reason.

We see that some participants want some changes to design to improve

their privacy management experience whereas others seemed quite con-

tent with the present systems.

4.5 Discussion

We proposed two research questions in this chapter. RQ1 focused on

whether LBSN users would look at the location disclosures of others sim-

ilar to them and if this would be different than the similarities in their

friendship ties. RQ2 concentrated on whether there were user interac-

tions around overt declarations of location surveillance. The results of our

study provide answers for both RQ1 and RQ2 and we discuss these in the

following sections.

4.5.1 Homophily and Location Surveillance

It is well accepted that homophily and social influence [cscw4, cscw22,

cscw28, cscw36] guide formation and maintenance of social ties. Draw-

ing a causal arrow between these factors is intractable for most empirical

studies. This is further exacerbated when dealing with tacit networks.

Shalizi & Thomas [cscw36] recommends a strategy of holistic storytelling

when reporting results. In this vein, our homophily analysis constitutes

one piece of the overall narrative.
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Consider RQ1. Do people view others similar to them? Or is it their simi-

larity that drives their surveillance? Our quantitative analysis informs us

that homophily differs between friendship (income) and surveillance net-

works (race, gender). The dimensions themselves are quite common and

have been used in a wide range [cscw28, cscw36] of prior work. What is

curious is that they differ along two different networks constituting the

same people. Here, we can make two broad inferences. First, homophily

type affects surveillance. There is scholarship on the gendered nature of

locations [cscw34] as well as differential surveillance [cscw27] on genders.

We argue that perhaps it is the dissimilar participation of gender in differ-

ent locations that also drives homophilic tendencies. Similarly, prior litera-

ture also points towards racially constructed spatial participation [cscw25]

as well as the unequal nature of surveillance [conc27] among and on races.

Second, recent work [ubicomp7, cscw37, conc10] has alluded to the con-

struction of self-presentation using specific acts of location disclosures.

The discloser may use this to cultivate favorable impressions assuming

homophilic surveillance and unintentionally resulting in a self-fulfilling

prophecy.

4.5.2 Public Displays of Location Surveillance

Andrejevic [cscw3] argued that asymmetry and differential power is the

one of the key characteristics of surveillance. In this light, those who are

being watched may not know if, when and how they are being watched.

However, Albrechtshlund [cscw2] maintains that SNS, which facilitate

and enhance interactions between different people, cannot be framed from

such a vertical perspective. Rather, surveillance, in this case, can be a ”mu-
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tual, empowering and subjectivity building practice.” This, supported by our

qualitative results is yet another piece of the narrative.

Let us appraise RQ2. Consider Tony and Jill, who commented on Mike’s

check-in. It is evident that they noticed Mikes check in to a tattoo studio.

Their playful banter reveals their tacit surveillance of Mike’s activities and

even playfully ”threatens” to report this to his boss who may or may not

be supportive of an employee getting tattoos as it is considered a social

taboo in some societies. Mike, on the other hand, had no problem in re-

vealing his location to his foursquare friends and in fact, this free revela-

tion (that may potentially reveal an action against workplace policies) is

in itself quite empowering.

Guha and Birnholtz [conc10] found that foursquare users are careful about

accepting foursquare friends as opposed to accepting friends on other SNS

such as Facebook; foursquare friends tend to be relatively stronger ties.

Thus, disclosing a particular location that may imply a certain set of be-

haviors (in Mikes case, getting a tattoo) to stronger ties is evidence of trust,

empowerment and legitimization of offline actions.

However, there may be another interpretation from these results. Dur-

ing interviews, participants reported that if concerned about privacy or

self-presentation, they would usually make the decision to not check-in

to their current location. We did not find overtly negative reactions to

surveillance within comments. This may imply that self-censorship and

prudent non-use is used to manage and hide potentially negative or un-

desired consequences from presentation of location.

Collaborative social surveillance also resonated strongly within our re-

sults. Marwick [conc19] defines social surveillance as ”the ongoing eaves-
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dropping, investigation, gossip and inquiry that constitutes information gather-

ing by people about their peers, made salient by the social digitization normalized

by social media. Our results reinforce this definition. Take for instance, the

interaction between Stephanie, Olivia and Robert around disclosing loca-

tion about a grocery store, which has all the aforementioned elements of

social surveillance.

However, Marwick also concludes that while the structure of social

surveillance may be different from traditional surveillance and may have

a few positive effects, the end result is the same - there are constantly shift-

ing elements of power, hierarchy and reciprocity in both frameworks. We

believe that her examination of twitter and Facebook - while applicable to

them may not be perfectly amenable to LBSNs like foursquare. Both twit-

ter and Facebook have audience management features embedded in their

design while foursquare is minimalistic; everything is visible and there

are no access control features. Guha and Birnholtz [conc10] found that the

primary option for foursquare users to manage impressions and/or audi-

ences is to not disclose their location or, for a minority, to opt for deceptive

location disclosures. Thus, if foursquare activity must mean making ev-

erything visible to everyone, then everything has the potential to be seen

and interacted with. As our results indicate, this makes social surveillance

a symmetric, collaborative and positive process, especially for strong ties

and along the homophilic tendencies of gender and race that historically

have a natural tendency to cluster around specific locations.

Humphreys [cscw17, cscw18] found that Dodgeball users (considered the

precursor of foursquare) to be generally unconcerned about privacy. She

found two reasons - (a) they felt that they had no control over their per-
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sonal information and to whom it was sent and (b) they believed that they

were experienced Internet users with a keen sense for online friendships.

Let us examine our results keeping these in mind. First, social surveil-

lance theory [conc19] predicts that people want to see, be seen, interact

and be interacted with online. Thus, while these location disclosures are

voluntary, they are also somewhat influenced by the positivity and the

participatory aspect of surveillance that we have seen in our analysis. Sec-

ond, homophily theory [cscw28] predicts that a common attribute, group

membership or affiliation influences people to form ties with one another.

Thus, people not only want to see and be seen online, they want to see and

be seen by those with whom they closely identify and align with. This, in

essence, is one of our main takeaways from this work.

4.5.3 Implications for Design (Or Not?)

Our results also raised two issues about privacy-aware design in LB-

SNs. On one hand, some of our participants wished for more support on

foursquare to manage their privacy and social surveillance goals. Anna is

an exemplar of a vocal minority who wishes that foursquare changes its

minimalistic ways and begins to listen to the concerns of those who would

want to selectively disclose locations and manage privacy concerns. Tina

specifically evokes the feedback and transparency features in Orkut and

hopes that similar mechanisms are also implemented on foursquare.

Prior work has shown that feedback and translucence are important de-

sign considerations in LSA’s. Stuart et al. [cscw38] distinguished between

identity, content and interaction transparency. Interestingly, foursquare
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is unusually transparent in terms of content and interaction transparency

but not for identity transparency. Incorporating user customizable func-

tions of translucency might support the overall empowerment and pos-

itivity that social surveillance brings to LBSNs. Tsai et al. [cscw43] and

Patil et al. [ubicomp16] found that feedback is extremely important in

privacy management in LSAs. Currently, foursquare offers no feedback

mechanisms (other than standard social networking features such as a like

button and a comment space). Feedback can take many forms - under-

standing who or what groups are interacting with a user might go a long

way towards supporting behavior that is already prevalent on foursquare

while preserving privacy concerns.

For instance, summarized feedback about location disclosure and surveil-

lance might buttress existing online interaction,facilitate offline serendip-

itous coordination or if necessary,allow users to surveil and avoid friends

from different groups at different times - thus preserving privacy. Such

features can support increased or decreased sociability depending upon

the user’s needs while being unobtrusive and out of the way of regular

usage.

Another group of our participants, illustrated by Mary’s comment, wants

to preserve the current status quo on foursquare. According to this fac-

tion, they are generally happy with their foursquare experience. They cite

their friending strategies as well as the choice to not check-in to be ade-

quate. Their main concern is that they dont want foursquare to become

complicated like other oft used SNS.

Barkhuus [cscw5] and Dourish [cscw13] called for understanding the lim-

its of design interventions on human-centered systems. While Dourish
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advocated for the removal or elimination of mandatory design implica-

tions in the reports of every HCI research study, Barkhuus discouraged

the necessity of designing technological solutions, specifically mentioning

LSAs. Perhaps, in our study, this makes a case for specific design inter-

ventions superfluous? Shall we fix something that is not yet broken? Or

shall we preemptively design for a particular future that may not come to

pass? This could be a useful theoretical consideration for future designers

of privacy-aware features in LBSNs.

4.6 Limitations and Future Work

We used a mixture of convenience and snowball sampling for participant

recruitment. This was a hard constraint since people had to be willing

to install our custom mobile application and grant us full access to their

usage data. A sample size of 65 satisfies our statistical assumptions and

is historically comparable to similar studies. We plan to scale up in a fu-

ture project and tease out finer patterns and practices. In particular, we

would like to delve into location deception and obfuscation strategies as

well as peer influence. Another limitation was that our custom applica-

tion was developed for Android and iOS platforms. We could not build

for Windows platforms for a lack of resources and expertise. However, we

also note that during data collection, Windows phone participants made

up less than 2% of our initial survey respondents in line with the fact that

Windows phone downloads for foursquare lag behind the other platforms.
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4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have explored how people view their friends location

disclosures in a LBSN through the lens of homophily through an empiri-

cal study of 65 foursquare users. We discovered that implicit surveillance

in location sharing is strongly homophilous along race and gender while

the friendship network displays homophily for income. Qualitatively, we

find that location surveillance can be a social, collaborative and positive

process rather than current theoretical frameworks that mainly focus on

power and information asymmetry. We discuss both sides of the design

intervention argument leaving the readers with the partially rhetorical

question of whether it is appropriate to design for more privacy or more

transparency if there is no compelling need for the users to change the sta-

tus quo. In the next chapter, we explore how deception can be a viable

strategy to manage privacy and social surveillance in LBSNs.
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CHAPTER 5

DECEPTION

5.1 Introduction

Location sharing applications (LSAs) have proliferated [conc27] in the

last decade. Many modern LSAs depend upon voluntary ”check-ins”

[ubicomp7] as the primary mode of location disclosure. Previous work has

outlined how impression management [ubicomp7][6], privacy concerns

[ubicomp17] and social surveillance [conc11, ubicomp14] play important

roles in making the decision to disclose location voluntarily and that users

often disclose false locations [conc10] as part of a holistic location sharing

strategy.

There is also a small but growing body of literature [ubicomp12,

ubicomp15] on deceptive location disclosure centered on understand-

ing why and detecting how people would choose to engage in such be-

havior. Specifically, Zhang et al. [ubicomp23] conducted a study com-

paring location traces from GPS/Wi-fi signals and foursquare check-ins

and found some differences. They indicated that some of this disparity

might be explained by deception arising from the gamification elements

of foursquare. We argue that this is not just obvious but expected as part

of a users overall social activity [conc10, conc11, ubicomp14]. In addition,

there hasn’t been significant progress on understanding factors (from au-

tomatically collected usage data) that affect such decision making. Mor-

ever, the methodological question around accurate and scalable collec-

tion of deceptive location disclosures remains to be investigated in greater

depth.
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Experience Sampling Method (ESM) has been a popular and often rec-

ommended choice [ubicomp6, ubicomp11] in ubiquitous computing to

measure phenomena traditionally intractable for appraisal. ESM has also

gained traction in the rich tradition of location sharing user studies in

ubiquitous computing research. Consolvo et al. [ubicomp5] (n=16) stud-

ied the willingness to disclose location in a simulated LSA. They found

that requestor identity, location granularity and the reason for requesting

access to be significant factors predicting location disclosure. Khalil and

Connelly [ubicomp13] (n=20) analyzed how social relations and contex-

tual clues can affect location sharing. Anthony et al. [ubicomp2] (n=25)

found that location-sharing decisions were often based on reasons beyond

physical location. Finally, Patil et al. [ubicomp16] (n=35) examined the im-

pact of feedback and control on location sharing decisions through various

LSA privacy settings.

In this chapter, we present the results of a research project studying de-

ception in location disclosure as a strategy to manage different competing

motivations in LSAs. Our study contributes to the above discussion by ex-

amining two research questions. First, can a simple ESM deployment be

a useful way to capture deceptive location disclosure data? Second, what

factors (from ESM and other automatically collected usage data) affect de-

ceptive location sharing decisions?

We report the results of an ESM study on 204 foursquare users over a pe-

riod of 12 months. Our main findings are:

First, using a straightforward ESM deployment within the foursquare ap-

plication, we captured data regarding 312,467 check-ins over 12 months

with 32,357 deceptive check-ins (9.7%).
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Second, the outcome of a binary, hierarchical logit model predicts three

factors from foursquare usage data that significantly influence deceptive

location disclosures on foursquare - physical distance between a user and

a particular friend (OR = 1.667, p < 0.01), tie strength between a user and

a specific friend (OR = 0.556, p < 0.05) and the order of visibility in the

foursquare feed (OR = 1.315, p < 0.01). We also discuss how these find-

ings connect and contribute to existing theoretical and empirical work on

privacy, surveillance and impression management.

5.2 The Present Study

5.2.1 Research Context

We chose foursquare [ubicomp1] as our sandbox for probing our research

questions for two main reasons. First, foursquare is the largest and most

popular LSA with over 55 million users and 6 billion check-ins [ubicomp1]

as of March 2015. We note here that in July 2014, the check-in mechanics

were split off into another application named Swarm [ubicomp19] while

foursquare continued focusing on localized venue recommendations. This

had no significant bearing on our study since all our users continued using

Swarm and the APIs for ESM deployment and data collection remained

constant for the study duration. Second, foursquare has no common pri-

vacy management features such as access control lists or location obfus-

cation settings. The only strategy is the decision to (not) check-in and is

therefore, ideal for our research questions. A very exhaustive resource de-

scribing foursquare system features can be found freely online [ubicomp1]
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Figure 5.1: Screenshot of ESM Deployment

for anyone wishing to (re)acquaint themselves with this LSA.

5.2.2 Experience Sampling Method

We used the foursquare API [ubicomp1] to inject our custom application

within the regular foursquare application. This manifested itself in the

form of a prompt after every checkin as illustrated in Figure 5.1. Users

were asked to report if they considered a specific act of location disclosure

to be deceptive in nature (yes/no). We catalogued every choice as well as

foursquare usage data summarized in Table 5.1.
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5.2.3 Data Collection and Participants

We used a mixture of snowball and convenience sampling to recruit our

participants. Our primary strategies were to reach out to our personal

contacts as well as to propagate our study advertisement on popular so-

cial media (Facebook, Twitter etc.), our university campus (northeastern

United States) noticeboards and internal mailing lists. This was a three-

step process.

First, participants clicked on a link that brought them to an online in-

formed consent form that also outlined the objectives of the study. If they

completed and submitted this form, they were redirected to an online sur-

vey asking them to answer brief demographical questions (name, email,

gender, age, income and race), which we adapted from the US Census cat-

egories. Finally, they were again directed to a website to approve access to

our custom application through the foursquare API and hence, by exten-

sion, their foursquare usage data.

Participants were not compensated for their effort but were asked to vol-

untarily contribute to research. This was a point of ancillary interest to

us namely would it be possible to deploy a long term ESM study with-

out significant incentives or compensation? Our universitys Institutional

Review Board approved this study design.

We collected data about 204 foursquare users (99 male, 105 female) for a

period of 12 months (January 2014 - December 2014). 75 of these users

( 37%) were prior foursquare friends. We periodically prompted our par-

ticipants via our custom application to rate their friendship with particular

foursquare friends (on a scale of 1-10; 1 being the lowest and vice versa).
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Variables Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Dev.

Total Check-ins 414 4815 1366 505.74
Avg. Check-ins / Day 1.13 13.19 3.74 1.24
Deceptive Check-ins 42 507 141 92.57

Deceptive Check-ins / Day 0.11 1.38 0.39 0.23
Avg. ’Likes’ on Check-ins 186 4985 1884 788.59

Avg. Tie Strength 1 10 7.2 1.78
No. of Friends 3 462 87 31.65

Age 20 68 32.4 4.73
Income (USD) 32000 180000 76500 24300.52

Table 5.1: Descriptive Statistics of Participants

This gave us an overall sense of tie strength about specific friends. Table

5.1 describes our participants in terms of relevant foursquare usage and

demographics for the period of our study.

We did not find any significant variation in foursquare usage among

our participants during our study when compared against their previous

foursquare usage. In addition, we did not find any significant variations

in selfreported deceptive check-ins among our participants. Neither could

we discern any particular demographic factor that significantly differenti-

ated more deceptive users from less deceptive users.

5.2.4 Variables and Measurements

Here, we outline our different variables of interest in our regression model

and describe their measurement.

Choice - This is our dependent variable and takes a binary value represent-

ing whether the user considered a particular check-in to be deceptive (1)

or not deceptive (0) in nature.
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UserVenue - This is a matrix with four columns. First, user vencat rep-

resents the category (nominal) of the venue that the user is currently

checked-in. Second, avg rating is a continuous variable which repre-

sents the current rating (out of 10) provided by foursquare based on a

proprietary algorithm which is an indicator of the overall popularity of

that venue. Third, tot likes is a count variable which represents the to-

tal number of ”likes” that users have given a particular venue. Finally,

venue checkins is a count variable representing the total number of unique

check-ins to that venue at the time of check-in by that particular user.

FriendMatrix - This is a matrix of a user’s friends (friend id) (nominal

variable), their last check-in venue (friend venue) (nominal variable), the

timestamp of their last check-in (friend time), the physical distance (in

kilometers) from these venues to the user’s venue (friend distance), venue

category (i.e. American Restaurant or Academic Building) (friend vencat)

(nominal variable) for each check-in. In addition, if a friend has disclosed

their gender (gender) on their foursquare profile, we were able to capture

this information as well.

FriendOrder - This is a matrix of the order (descending) in which a users’

friends appeared on her check-in feed for each check-in consisting of two

columns - friend id (nominal variable) and order an ordinal variable rep-

resenting the descending order rank of each friend in a user’s foursquare

feed which they view whenever they choose to check-in to a location.

FriendTie - This is a continuous variable representing the self-reported tie

strength between a user and a particular friend on a scale of 1-10. This

gives us a broad idea of how strongly participants feel connected to spe-

cific friends.
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Parameters Variable Type Std. β Odds Ratio

intercept Continuous 0.16 1.191
tot likes Count 0.07 0.271

friend distance Continuous 0.24 1.667 **
order Ordinal -0.21 0.553 *

gender Nominal 0.09 0.162
FriendTie Continuous 0.23 1.315 **
AIC=2459 BIC=2386 *p<0.05 **p<0.01

Table 5.2: Results of Selected Binary Logit Model

5.3 Results

We wrote a script in R to fit a binary hierarchical logistic regression model

adapted from the model proposed by Wong & Mason [ubicomp22] to test

our dependent variable (Choice) against our predictors. We fit different

models with stepwise regression using all our predictor variables. The

final model selection was done on the basis of a combination of Likelihood

Ratio, AIC and BIC scores. Results of the final model are presented in Table

5.2.

Our model indicates that there are three main factors predicting deceptive

check-ins on foursquare. First, we see that the physical distance between

venues that the user and a particular friend is checked-in at that moment

acts as a significant predictor (OR = 1.667, p < 0.01) of deceptive check-ins.

Second, the order in which friends appear on the foursquare check-in feed

is also an important predictor (OR = 0.556, p < 0.05). Since our order

variable was constructed in a descending order (farthest users first), we

interpret results as being that visibility of closest users is an important

predictor of deceptive location disclosure.

Finally, the tie strength between that user and her visible (on the
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foursquare feed) friends is also a strong predictor (OR = 1.315, p < 0.01) of

deceptive location sharing. We discuss these in greater detail in the next

section

5.4 Discussion

The findings in Table 2 contribute to the intersection of three bodies of

literature. Briefly, user behavior in LSAs in the broader research com-

munity has been theorized from privacy [ubicomp17], surveillance stud-

ies [conc11] and impression management [conc10]. Vision and visibility

[conc11] are two oftcited concepts in these literatures. The (potential)

visibility of a user’s location disclosure often leads to privacy concerns

[conc10] about who might be able to see these disclosures. Conversely, in

a friend network, social surveillance is driven by platform visibility and

usage [conc11].

Moreover, visibility of a location disclosure is, at many times, used to cul-

tivate favorable impressions [ubicomp4, conc10] to one’s friend network

by selectively disclosing location. Our results contribute to this conver-

sation by implying that deceptive location disclosures take advantage of

their potential visibility and constitute part of an overall strategy to man-

age these multiple interests and norms. We suggest that the decision to

deceptively share location is one of several strategies undertaken by a user

in conjunction with how they perceive their actual visibility on the social

network. This is part of bag of strategies (others include non-use, limited

use, obfuscation etc.) to manage different types of boundary negotiation

processes like privacy and surveillance concerns and impression forma-
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tion and management.

Specifically, our findings point towards an intuition that these are staccato-

like decisions based upon real time factors. Guha and Birnholtz [conc10]

introduced the concept of check-in transience - arguing that the last check-

in matters more amidst all these different norms. Two of our predictive

factors (physical distance and order of visibility) are indeed, very real time

indicators. Users make a quick compromise to be disingenuous between

their interests and concerns vis--vis who they can see on their foursquare

feed quickly.

Physical distance is also quite curious. We manually examined (at ran-

dom) many of the venues where deceptive check-ins were reported and

found two main geographical settings that might explain some of this

phenomenon. In densely populated areas like Manhattan/San Francisco

or college towns like Ann Arbor/Ithaca where foursquare is extensively

used and where about 82% (167) of our participants are from, users are

more likely to have friends living, working or commuting nearby. One of

the original design goals of foursquare was to promote spontaneous social

coordination of nearby friends and indeed; subsequent research [conc10]

has confirmed this usage. Therefore, in practical daily foursquare use in

these areas, you are more likely to see friends who are within a reasonable

traveling distance. However, this doesn’t mean that a user would always

want a serendipitous encounter but might, for impression management

reasons be loath to broadcast her reluctance.

Deceptive location disclosure, especially to a venue farther away, then acts

as a useful stratagem to navigate such tricky social waters. Reynolds et al.

[ubicomp18] theorized that such acts of deception are not just expected
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but also play a relational role due to the ubiquity of such communication

platforms. Therefore, these acts of deceptive location sharing are not com-

pletely unexpected as personal boundary navigation mechanisms propa-

gated to the spatio-digital realm.

Of course, we don’t mean to imply that foursquare check-ins are always

rife with deception given that the total proportion of deceptive check-ins

in our study is approximately 9.7% of the total number of check-ins. How-

ever, even if we assume that roughly 1 in every 10 foursquare check-ins in-

volve some sort of deception, then this is still contextually, a sizable num-

ber, in line with other work [ubicomp10] on social media deception.

We also found tie strength to be a significant predictor of deceptive lo-

cation disclosure. Contrary to the other two factors described above,

tie strength is usually not a momentary factor but accrues over socio-

temporal interactions. Previous studies [ubicomp7, conc10, conc11] have

uncovered that the foursquare friend network generally tends to comprise

stronger ties than other popular social media platforms e.g. Facebook,

Google+. In addition, Wiese et al. [ubicomp21] reported that tie strength

remains the best predictor of location sharing. We theorize, along these

lines that tie strength is also an important predictor of deceptive location

sharing. Users maintain different levels of online and offline engagement

with their audience.

Given a quasi-public space such as foursquare and the competing, differ-

ential concerns of users, it is not unreasonable to assume that tie strength

matters. For instance, a user might report high tie strength with her father

but wouldn’t necessarily want to disclose her actual location (or be decep-

tive about it) [conc10] all the time. She might have concerns that he might
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see her check-in to a venue that she wouldn’t want him to know she was

currently in. On the other hand, she might also report high tie strength

with other friends with whom she might not want to engage in such il-

lusion but may use different media (e.g. SMS, email etc.) in conjunction

with LSA usage to confirm social coordination.

We would also like to comment on a methodological implication from this

work. Our ESM deployment demonstrates that it is possible to run sim-

ple, long-term ESM studies. We followed Consolvo et al [ubicomp6] as

a guideline. However, follow-up interviews with participants are also

necessary and important to capture their feelings about their participa-

tion in such studies. Moreover, this is a long-term study of deception

and seems to be significantly longer than other major studies of deception

[ubicomp3, ubicomp10, ubicomp15] in social media.

While each of these studies are important in their contribution to the area

and many of them used ESM deployments as their primary lens of in-

quiry, they either used custom built applications or were limited in terms

of sample size, statistical power and deployment time. We make the case

that it is possible to use ESM in a low-cost manner given two important

design considerations - low effort and simplicity for users and seamless

background integration with existing user applications.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, I will outline the overall strategy taken to write this dis-

sertation as well as a summary of the major findings from my research

program. I will then make concluding remarks and observations about

my initial thesis that is, the idea of location and location disclosure is

messy and complicated and exists in different mental models within peo-

ple. How do my findings about location disclosure play into bigger frame-

works of privacy? I will conclude this dissertation by noting several limi-

tations in my work as well as a brief description of future directions in this

space in the near future.

6.1 What did I do?

In this dissertation, I began by establishing that I was interested in un-

derstanding more about different aspects of privacy in modern social net-

works. I was motivated to do my doctoral research in this particular topic

because privacy and surveillance are very relevant topics [conc27] in to-

day’s increasingly connected and networked world.

I also alluded to its importance in today’s world given its current socio-

political focus [conc6, conc27]. Indeed, HCI as an academic discipline has

become quite focused on understanding and doing research on privacy in

social networks.

I began my pointing out popular theories of privacy [conc21, conc20,

conc6] in the HCI research world and how I hope to be contributing to

the theory of networked privacy [conc6] in my doctoral work. A brief lit-
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Phenomena Exploratory Literature My Dissertation

Impression Management Lindqvist, 2011 Guha and Birnholtz, 2013 (Chapter 3)
Social Surveillance Marwick, 2012 Guha and Wicker, 2015 (Chapter 4)

Deception Hancock Guha and Wicker, 2015 (Chapter 5)

Table 6.1: Research trajectory of dissertation. Column 2 outlines ex-
ploratory work done in this area which alludes to the necessity
of deeper study of the phenomena mentioned in Column 1. Col-
umn 3 represents the citation of the relevant published paper
(with me as an author) and the appropriate chapter

erature review helped point out that there were two broad categories of

phenomena that were ripe to be studied in this space.

Social surveillance [conc19, conc11] was the first category. You cannot

have privacy without surveillance and indeed, in the context of social net-

works, social surveillance is an understudied and hereto (empirically) un-

der analyzed topic.

”Strategies” was the broad name that I gave to the second category. What

do people do when confronted with the fact that social surveillance [guha

and wicker] might cause their perceptions of privacy to be violated? Peo-

ple do different things to take action when SNS do not have appropri-

ate privacy-aware design mechanisms. Perhaps they learn how to make

things selectively visible [conc10] to manage their own impressions. Or,

perhaps, they learn how to use deception [conc12] as a strategy to nav-

igate their way through complex social networks. I have studied each

phenomena in this dissertation. Table 6.1 summarizes all this work.

These results around the dynamics of sharing decisions, and related short-

falls, on SNSs demonstrate complex attributes and modalities that may

underly sharing decisions on SNSs. However, these results are limited to

a subset of content-sharing decisions, specifically social-network updates.
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People use the online content-sharing ecosystem to share a wide range of

content with many different different people, to a range of levels (e.g., full

access, partial access, reactive access on request, etc.). To better under-

stand the full space of online sharing decision attributes and modalities it

is important to look beyond current-state SNSs to better understand fac-

tors that influence the full range of everyday on-the-ground sharing deci-

sions.

6.2 What did I find?

The broad findings from my dissertation can be summarized as follows:

People look at their friends activities on social networks not just to satisfy

their own curiousity but also to engage in dialogue and to manage their

own privacy decisions. This is social surveillance. Not everyone conducts

social surveillance in the same way. Social surveillance is homophilous by

gender and race. Moreover, we should reexamine the notion that surveil-

lance is necessarily a bad thing. A lot of participation, empowerment and

positive social interaction can be generated through social surveillance.

People use social networks to form impressions of their networks and also

to manage their own impressions. Importantly, sharing location by self-

reporting can also be a very effective strategy for impression management

and social signalling.

People also engage in deceptive practices in social networks to manage

their privacy if they feel that the SNS does not have appropriate privacy

aware design mechanisms to help them. In the case of location sharing,

people use deceptive location disclosures to signal spatio-temporal close-
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ness and hence, manage their digital and physical privacy.

Non-use of SNS is also a major strategy for people to manage their pri-

vacy in social networks. This is driven, not just how each person thinks

about privacy but also their social media addiction, prior and current use

and what kinds of experiences (regretful, embarrassing or otherwise) they

might have experienced in the SNS. However, we need to reexamine our

assumption that non-use is binary i.e. the modality oscillates through a

broad spectrum capped by use and non-use. In our study, we thought

about non-use in multiple different ways such as current user, reluctant

user, prior user and/or non-user. This is not comprehensive and many

other forms of non-use no doubt exist.

All the above findings point to the notion that the field of HCI should

concentrate on theories of networked privacy where, in addition to the in-

dividual, we start thinking about privacy in terms of groups, communities

or networks.

I have devoted an entire chapter (chapter 2) on ”Statistics in Human

Computer Interaction” as part of my doctoral minor in applied statistics.

Briefly, I focused on three separate elements of statistics as they relate to

HCI. First, I reviewed and summarized the current state of statistical in-

ference in HCI. Second, I reported on several strategies and modern statis-

tical methods that HCI researchers could expand using in order to better

their current usage of statistics. Third, I defined one way forward - ”Trans-

parent Statistics” - a philosophy of statistical reporting and inference that

can revitalize how HCI researchers think about quantitative methods and

how HCI can itself inform their usage. Finally, I presented an exemplar (in

the form of a journal article on social media non-use) of the Transparent
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Statistics philosophy in action.

6.3 Re-problematizing Location

I started this dissertation by problematizing the idea of location and focus-

ing on the importance and relevance of location privacy. My dissertation

hasn’t ”solved” location privacy (such phenomena is never truly solved) -

on the other hand, my findings have brought new light onto the social and

networked dimensions of location privacy that bear further reflection and

discussion. In this section, I want to re-problematize the idea of location

and point towards implications for location privacy, as well as privacy re-

search in general that arose from my work. I will end this section with

comments on implications for design for networked privacy.

6.3.1 Implications for location privacy research

Research on location privacy within the academic community spans sev-

eral disciplines and has focused largely on such topics as conceptualiz-

ing location privacy [conc5], understanding the antecedents and outcomes

of users location privacy concerns [conc17], and strategies people use to

manage their location privacy in dedicated LBSNs (like foursquare) or

other online social networks that include elements of location disclosure

(like Facebook) [conc10, conc1].

Unfortunately, there is often little consistency in the concepts or measures

used from study to study, or from field to field. For example, concepts

such as privacy concerns [conc4], desire for privacy [conc8], or privacy
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paradox [conc1] are often conceptualized and measured in different ways

across studies and fields. Inconsistencies in conceptual and operational

definitions used in the privacy literature render detecting temporal and

dynamic patterns tricky, if not downright impossible as comparisons be-

tween studies can be very difficult to make. Moreover, the vast majority

of academic studies of privacy perceptions (not just location privacy) em-

ploy mainly undergraduate college students as participants, which likely

skews understandings of users needs and concerns [conc7]. While LBSN

users may have been on the younger side in the 2000s, that is no longer

true for 2016 and beyond. For findings that are generalizable to current

LBSN users, we need more insight into privacy perceptions of users across

a greater range of age groups and more diverse samples [conc13] than the

current academic norm. Perhaps, this is part of a greater criticism [conc15]

towards academic research in general.

Added to these problems, the vast majority of academic and industrial re-

search on privacy tends to focus on a single platform at a time. Even in

my own work, I have focused solely on foursquare. However, foursquare

users are also likely to be Facebook users or Twitter users all of which have

location disclosure components to them. Users do not exist in isolation

but rather, their usage of online social networks are part of [conc28] their

overall digital ecosystem. It has been well established in privacy research

that privacy preferences change [conc9] over time. It is not imprudent to

assume that this holds true for location privacy as well. However, most

academic privacy research depends on static datasets - frozen snapshots

of behavior in time. Temporal, longitudinal research can provide crucial

insight into privacy dynamics within social networking platforms that can
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only be revealed by studying privacy over time. Taken together, location

privacy within a broader ecosystem of social network use as well as tem-

poral changes in privacy preferences have a greater likelihood of leading

to ”context collapse” [conc25] and violations in privacy by one’s social

network.

Thus, I postulate that several contributions can be made from studying

temporal dimensions of boundary regulation including (a) the introduc-

tion of new methods into the privacy research domain, (b) understand-

ing whether variation in social privacy practices lead to different out-

comes during transitions in the personal life of a user (c) new privacy

tools and features can be implemented in SNS to help account for these

dynamic processes and to better leverage temporal data already collected,

and/or (d) findings that can lead to further empirical support for theoret-

ical frameworks on privacy.

These lead to even more implications for location privacy. For instance,

how do peoples location (and broader) privacy practices and concerns

evolve and change over time? Do they move to other SNS to engage differ-

ent audiences or employ the use of specific privacy tools already in place

on an SNS? Why do they change their practices? Are they more likely

to change during important transitions or occasions in their personal life

(e.g. education, job search, divorce, childbirth) How can we leverage such

findings to better privacy-aware design? This is then, a perfect segue into

the next sub-section where I will comment and discuss implications for

designing for privacy.
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6.3.2 Designing for networked privacy

The work that I conducted towards my dissertation has pointed towards

greater re-conceptualization of privacy frameworks towards more net-

worked dimensions. In other words, while there is a major element of

contextual individuality in making privacy decisions and negotiating pri-

vacy perceptions with other people, due to the growth of online social net-

works, there is an increasing emphasis on your personal, social network

as another primary determinant of privacy. For instance, my work shows

that your friends are watching your location disclosures [conc11] and are

forming impressions of you [conc10] (over time) through the variety, fre-

quency and context of your location disclosures.

As scholars [conc6, conc23] have urged academia to think beyond the in-

dividual as an unit for privacy-aware design, perhaps we need to think

about elements of network science as a framework for designing for net-

worked privacy. Studies of social networks have revealed patterns in

which information can spread most efficiently [conc3]. Studies in the pri-

vacy world have indicated that social influence can play a role in people’s

security and privacy attitudes and behaviours [conc26].

For instance, a study on students’ privacy settings in online social net-

works suggests that students are more likely to have private settings sug-

gest that they are more likely to have private profiles if their friends and

roommates also have private profiles [conc18]. Another study claims that

trust behaviours within a community can influence privacy concerns and

behaviours in other members of that community [conc22]. Yet another

study suggests that many people learn informal lessons about online se-

curity from stories they hear from their friends and family, and they in turn
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re-tell these stories further to others, thus forming a network of narrations

where security decisions and behaviours are being socially structured and

influenced [conc24].

One way to think about these phenomena is to observe the increasing pop-

ularity of online recommender and reputation systems. These engines

serve as indications that people (can) rely on the judgement of others to

make trustworthy decisions of their own [conc14], a phenomenon also re-

ferred to as ”social proof”. So, what might be some useful ways in which

network science can inform the design of networked privacy in online so-

cial networks?

6.3.2.1 Visualizing Privacy Features

One drawback of most common design features to support the privacy

preferences of users is that the users do not know about these features

or are unaware of what they really do [conc16]. While there have been

previous attempts at visualization of privacy policies and features [conc2],

none have incorporated a network centric perspective.

I argue that in order to understand the ramifications of a particular privacy

policy or design feature in a person’s social network, they need to see how

a particular change or choice will affect what they (don’t) disclose to which

audiences. This will better protect against context collapse [conc25].

6.3.2.2 Supporting Deception and Non-Use

In my dissertation, I found that deception [conc12] and non-use [conc10]

are often used strategically to manage location privacy preferences and
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decisions. However, most privacy-aware design features for location pri-

vacy centers around location obfuscation and access control lists [conc10].

When you exclude valid privacy management strategies employed by

users, then you end up with an incomplete understanding of the require-

ments for privacy-aware design. My work has shown that while such

strategies exist, designers seldom consider them when thinking about

privacy-aware design.

I argue that these (and other similar strategies) should not be constantly

overlooked or considered a ”bad” thing by designers but should instead

be part of a holistic privacy-aware design package.

6.3.2.3 Social Contagion of Trust

As mentioned previously, there has been a gradual and nowadays almost

complete acceptance of recommender and reputation systems in every-

day online activities. We expect [conc14] features, strategies and content

to be recommended to us on a daily basis and indeed, online social net-

works have a large variety of ways in which various users are designated

as ”trustworthy”.

Perhaps, another way to think about designing for networked privacy is

to leverage trust and recommendations - indeed combining the two by

say, disseminating recommendations [conc26] from trustworthy people in

a person’s social network. There has been substantial work done on un-

derstanding how information spreads through a network - yet designers

do not consider such network affordances when designing for privacy.

For instance, prior work has found that recommendations for trustworthy

people [conc24] in a personal social network can lead to better manage-
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ment and adoption of privacy behaviors.

I argue that this is an aspect that is underutilized by designers. Since net-

worked privacy [conc6, conc20, conc23] has been described in great detail

by various scholars, then it is a natural extension of thought to incorporate

phenomena from network science into the design of privacy for networks.

6.4 Limitations and Future Directions

This dissertation provides a few exciting and important research direc-

tions for the future. Moreover, as with all research projects, there are num-

ber of limitations associated with such studies. Keeping my future re-

search program in context, I will outline these limitations as well as focus

on some of these future directions as follows:

While studying social networks can provide us with the benefits afforded

to us by collection of large scale usage data, these datasets are static snap-

shots in time. Therefore, our inferences are limited temporally. I will be ex-

tending my work in each of the studied phenomena in greater detail. For

instance, instead of static models based upon snapshots of data in time or

self-reported behavior, I will attempt to understand more dynamic mod-

els of user privacy in SNS. For instance, how does (if at all) deception or

non-use spread through social networks? Is this model of spreading con-

tagious or cascading in nature? Such dynamic models will give us even

better understandings of networked privacy.

My dissertation has been grounded on two popular theories of privacy -

contextual integrity [conc21] and networked privacy [conc20]. However,

my findings are restricted to populations which are not representative of
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humanity as a whole. Instead, as Henrich outlined [conc13], my samples

are from WEIRD societies i.e. Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich,

Democratic societies. There is a compelling need to understand how peo-

ple imagine and conceptualize privacy in other non-WEIRD contexts and

societies. Therefore, as part of my future research agenda, I will be try-

ing to understand more culturally situated and context relevant theories

of privacy.

Methodologically, I have been diverse in the research projects presented

in this dissertation. I have used quantitative modeling (using surveys

and usage data) as well as qualitative investigations (usually with semi-

structured interviews). Naturally, this has made me advocate mixed

methods in HCI. However, hereto, I have approached each method sep-

arately and not situated under a mixed methods framework. This needs

to change. As part of future directions, I will be investigating this aspect

of my methodological approaches.

In order to propagate and disseminate the philosophy of Transparent

Statistics in HCI, my colleagues and I have organized a Special Interest

Group meeting [conc15] at CHI 2016 - the flagship conference in HCI to

disseminate our thoughts to the broader HCI community and I expect to

be engaged in such methodological research in the future. However, much

needs to be achieved in this area too. For instance, is there some way in

which we could provide directions or guidelines to reviewers and authors

in HCI as they write and review papers? Moreover, how can we better re-

form incentive structures in HCI in terms of teaching, research and service

requirements and responsibilities to enable people to adopt the philoso-

phy of Transparent Statistics?
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